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PROPERTY OF VAULT-TEC

INSTALLATION
Thank you for purchasing Fallout 2: A Post Nuclear Role
Playing Game from Interplay Productions. You are about to
enter a world of mutants, radioactivity, big guns and
vacuum tubes. Before you can start playing, you need to
install Fallout 2 on your computer and do a very simple
setup procedure.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
You should have the following in your Fallout 2 survival
kit:
* Fallout 2 Game CD-ROM
* The Fallout 2 Manual
* Interplay Productions Reference and
Troubleshooting Guide

The basic requirements to run the game are:
* IBM or 100% compatible Pentium™ 90 w/16 Megs of RAM
* Windows® 95/98/NT w/ DirectX 3.0a or higher
* DirectX certified SVGA card
* 4X CD-ROM drive
* 100% Compatible Microsoft Mouse required
* DirectX certified sound card

WIN95/98/NT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
If you have Win95/98/NT installed on your computer, you
should install the Win95 version of Fallout 2. DirectX
must be installed prior to running SETUP.
To install the Win95/98/NT version of Fallout 2,
follow these steps:
(1) Insert the Fallout 2 CD-ROM into your CD-ROM
drive.
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(2) If you have Autoplay enabled, then you will
shortly see an Autoplay menu. Click on the Install
button.
(3) If you do not have Autoplay enabled, open the CDROM and double-click on the SETUP icon.
(4) If necessary, you will need to install DirectX
3.0a or higher. You can install it from the
Autoplay menu, or run DXSETUP.EXE from the DirectX
directory on the CD-ROM.
To Uninstall, go to the Control Panel -> Add/Remove
Programs, select FALLOUT 2 and click on the Add/Remove
button. The uninstaller only removes the files installed
by the installer. Any files created after install (config
files, save games, etc.) must be removed by hand.

README FILE
The README.TXT file on the CD contains up to date
information that was not available when the manual went
to press. We suggest you view the README to get the
latest information and changes. You can do this from the
Win95/98/NT Autoplay menu by clicking on the View Readme
button.
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INTRODUCTION
The one good thing about growing old is that you get your
way. The new leaders of the Tribe (they refuse to call
themselves Elders until I have passed on, which should be
soon, if I’m lucky) want me to record my knowledge for
future generations. Bah! What knowledge they need is to
be found with sweat and blood, not some letters on a
page. But the future is a great unknown, and they may
have a point. To make them happy, I’ve written down what
I feel will be important. (The important words being
“what I feel will be important.”)
They want me to write my memoirs. Fine. I’ll do it.
But as the song goes, I’ll do it my way. And I’m old
enough that I will get my way.

$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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NOTES

The Vaults

Like all of the original
members of the Tribe, I came
The War.
from the Vaults. Before the
I know little about the War, War, the government of the
but it doesn’t really matter.
United States, which numbered
in the thousands of villages,
A lot of people died when a
lot of atomic bombs went off and had many, many tribesman
per village, paid to have
and nearly destroyed the
these huge holes dug in
world. If you don’t know what mountains and huts of metal
and stone built underground.
an atomic bomb was, then
There were many Vaults. Some
imagine the worst thing
were close to cities, and
possible. Atomic bombs were
some far away. These Vaults
worse than that.
were to be used as safe
places in case of atomic war.
As you may guess, when the War came your ancestors made
it to a Vault. Vault-13 to be specific.
For several generations, your ancestors and mine lived
within the Vault. As best as they could figure, it was
too dangerous to try and leave the Vault. They grew their
own food, recycled their waste, read, worked, slept, had
families, and even purified the necessary water within
the Vault. I was born in the creche, and was raised by
the community (and a robot). It was a good life, but all
good things come to an end. About three generations after
the War, the water-purification chip the Vault relied on
to create the fresh water broke down. All the spare parts
were missing or busted, and without the water-chip the
Vault was doomed. Something had to be done.
The Overseer gathered the healthy of us between a
certain age and made us draw straws. Guess what? I drew
the short one. Wouldn’t be much of story if I didn’t,
would it?
I left the Vault the next day.

Life on the Outside
My first few days were harrowing to say the least. I
fought off some giant mutant rats that were more
interested in eating me than they should have been. My
only clue was the location of another Vault, number 15. I
8
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spent a couple of days stumbling through the desert
before I came upon a small settlement. I stopped there
for help, and encountered the little town called Shady
Sands. I helped them, and they helped me. Understand that
survival requires that you work together, even with
people you may not trust. I did earn the trust, however,
of two prominent citizens of Shady Sands - Tandy, and her
father, Aradesh.
With their knowledge, and the help of a man called
Ian, I continued on my way to Vault-15. The ruins of
Vault-15, to be more specific. Ravaged by the elements,
scavengers, and time itself, Vault-15 was no help for my
people. The control room that contained their water-chip
was buried under tons of fallen rock, and I had to move
on.
After a small problem with some Raiders, who would
continue for years to plague not only myself, but the
Tribe, I found myself in Junktown. It was here that I
learned the most important rule of all: doing a good
thing sometimes means being a very bad person. My
memories of Junktown are tainted, and I feel no remorse
for my actions in that place. It was there that I came
across a dog, who adopted me and was my faithful friend
from there on. I miss Dogmeat to this day.
While Junktown was a city of traders (and traitors),
it did not have a water-chip. I was not desperate yet, as
there was still time for me to recover the chip and
return to my home, but I needed to move on. Fortunately,
they pointed me in the direction of the Hub, the largest
city in the wasteland.
The Hub was a larger city than both Junktown and Shady
Sands combined. You could drop the Vault in there, and
you probably would not notice. But the people of the Hub
had no life, and it was a desolate place just the same.
It eased my mind, however, to hire some merchants to
bring water to the Vault. Looking back, it was probably a
mistake
to do so, but I was still innocent of the evils that
lurked through the ruins of civilisation.
A small clue led me to the city of the ghouls, the
place they called Necropolis. It was there that I
encountered large mutants, armed with weapons of an
unknown origin. It is with heavy sadness that I say that
$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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Ian lost his life in the city of the dead. A super
mutant burned him to death with a flamethrower. The
passage of time is no proof against the memory of burning
flesh. His sacrifice was not in vain, as I did find the
water-chip buried beneath the city. It was with easier
steps that I returned to Vault-13.

Enemies of the State
While the Overseer was obviously happy to see me returned
to the Vault, alive and with the necessary water-chip, he
was distraught at my description of the super mutants. It
is here that I realised the mistake I had made with the
water-merchants. I had pointed them, and others, in the
direction of our home. Without the protection of
anonymity, the Vault could easily have been destroyed.
The knowledge of the fate of Vault-15 did not help.
The Overseer tasked me with a new mission. Find and
destroy the danger of the super mutants.
Once again, I left the Vault. This time, it was was
easier on my heart. Looking back now, I realise it was
also the first time I should have seen the true hearts of
the other vault-dwellers and the Overseer.
I returned to the Hub, looking for clues. Some time
was spent there, and I discovered a shady underworld
amongst the hustle and bustle of that large city. They
thought they could manipulate me, but I proved them wrong
and used the crooks instead. I did rescue a young man who
belonged to the Brotherhood of Steel. A few troublemakers tried to stop me, but I learned much about
survival since leaving the Vault.
It was in my best interest to leave town for a while.
I journeyed to this Brotherhood. Thinking they would have
the knowledge I sought, I tried to join them. They
required me to go on a quest before they would let me
in. Thinking it would be a short and easy quest, I agreed
and set off for the place they called the Glow. The
horror of atomic war was never so obvious to me until
then.
The Brotherhood was surprised to see me, and even more
surprised to see that I had not only survived their
quest, but succeeded. They gave me the information I
required and some of their technology, and I set off in
search of the Boneyard.
10
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On my way, I took a detour and stopped by Necropolis
in order to see some old friends. Unfortunately, that
place was now truly the city of the dead. All the ghouls
had been slaughtered. Large mutants roamed the streets. I
found one survivor who told me that the mutants had
attacked shortly after I had left. Before he died, the
ghoul told me that the mutants were looking for pure
strain humans, and one in particular. The ghoul’s
description of the mutants’ special target fit me
perfectly. It was with a heavy heart and a cold burning
on my soul that I continued on to Boneyard.

The Master
The city of Los Angeles must have been the largest in the
world before the War. The LA Boneyard stretched forever,
the skeletons of buildings lying under the hot sun. Not
even the wind entered this dead city.
I found many enemies, and a few friends, in the
Boneyard. I killed when necessary and learned more about
the nature of my true foes.

$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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Deep under the ground, I found an evil that was behind
the mutants and their army. Within a dark and forbidding
Vault, where the walls dripped with human flesh, and the
screaming of dying echoed through the halls, I found many
evil creatures and mutants.
Walking among the misshapen ones, I killed one of
their servants and took his clothing. Hidden from casual
searches, I made my way to the bottom of the Vault. The
deeper into the Vault I went, the more gruesome the
journey. More and more flesh was to be found, integrated
into the very walls. The worst part of it was that the
flesh was still alive, and even aware of my presence.
After a while, I found myself in the presence of the
most hideous sight yet. I still cannot bring myself to
write of this discovery, but let it be known that when I
left, the Beast was dead and the Master of the mutant
army was no more.

The Vats
My job was still not finished, for I still had one task
remaining. The Master had literally built his army one
mutant at a time. Humans, preferably with little
radiation damage, were to be captured and sent to the
Vats. There they were dipped in something called FEV,
which transformed them into the large, grotesque mutants.
I had to find these Vats, and put them out of action
as well, lest another take the Masters place and continue
to build the mutant army. Fortunately, my friends at the
Brotherhood had a few clues, and helped me reach my goal.
Invading the Vats, I came across more mutants and
robots. None could stand in my way. I had a mission. I
had a goal. I had a really large gun. It was here that
Dogmeat fell, a victim of a powerful energy forcefield. I
miss that dog.
I destroyed the Vats that day, and with it, the mutant
army. The last I heard, they splintered and disappeared
into the desert.

12
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My Return to Vault-13
I was not treated to a hero’s welcome when I returned to
Vault-13. The overseer met me outside the massive Vault
door, and told me point blank that while my services to
the Vault will always be remembered, he could no longer
trust me or what I had become. He said something along
the lines that I had saved the Vault, and now I must
leave. Bastard.
So, I left.
The days and weeks that followed were hard on me. I
had met few true friends outside the Vault, and they had
died following me. Now, my family had kicked me out and
said that I could never return. I screamed. I cried.
Slowly I came to realise that the Overseer may have been
correct. I had changed. Life outside the Vault was
different, and now I, too, was different. But I have
never forgiven him for doing what he did to me.
I wandered the desert, but never moved far from the
mountains that shielded the Vault from the rest of the
world. Perhaps I wanted to return, and force my way in,
or plead for them to take me back. Fortunately, it did
not come to that. I found a few wretched souls, a small
group of Vault-dwellers, who upon hearing of what
happened to me, had decided to leave the Vault and join
my side. They knew little of the outside world, and would
have died if it were not for my assistance.
Together, our little group moved north, away from the
Vault, and away from that old life. Slowly, I taught them
what experience had taught me. And together we learned to
thrive.

The Tribe
Over time, our ragtag group turned into a tribe. I fell
in love with one of them, and we raised a family, like
all of our tribespeople.
We founded the Village, beyond the great cliff. It is
a secure home thanks to our hard work. We would send
scouts back towards the Vault, to help others who thought
like ourselves, but that slowly came to an end. We no
longer head in that direction. I often wonder what became
of Vault-13, and the other Vaults, but I never had the
time to go exploring again.
$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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I taught the others the skills they would need to
survive and grow strong. Hunting, farming and other
skills to feed us. Engineering and science to build our
homes. Fighting to protect what was ours.
My love and I led the village and the Tribe. The Tribe
grew, and grew strong with our help. But all things come
to an end. Our sons and daughters are now the leaders.
I’m sure that the Tribe will continue to grow strong
under the leadership of our children.
My love perished years ago, and not a day goes by that
I do not think of Pat’s face. I see it everytime I look
at our children. This journal is our legacy to them, to
their children, and to the rest of the Tribe.
That is my story, and I am sticking to it.
-The Wanderer

14
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INTERFACE
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Main Menu
When you start Fallout 2, after watching the introductory
movie, you will see the Main Menu. This is probably the
single most important screen in the entire game, since
without it you can’t actually start playing.
Select from the following:
INTRO - Replay the intro movie. Use this to amaze your
friends.
NEW GAME - Start a new game. Create a character, or
select a pre-generated character, and start playing
Fallout 2 from the very beginning. If you have just
installed Fallout 2, or you have never saved a game, you
will need to press this button. See page 16 for more
information on starting a new game.
LOAD GAME - Once you have started a game and saved it in
order to return to it at a later date without having to
start a completely new game, this is the button for you.
Pressing this button will take you to the Load Game
screen (see page 78), where you can select from any of
your previously saved games.
CREDITS - Press this button to see a list of the fine
people who have brought you Fallout 2. Your enjoyment is
all they have thought about!
EXIT - Pressing this button will return you to your
normal operating system. You will not be asked to confirm
the exit when you press this button. Zap! One second you
are playing Fallout 2, the next second you are back to
work. Life just isn’t fair.
Also displayed on the Main Menu screen is the current
version number of the game.

16
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Starting a
New Game

NOTES

You can bypass

When you first start
a movie in Fallout 2 by
playing Fallout 2, you
pressing the space bar or
will need to start a
the ESC key. You should not
new game. This will
start you off with a
do this until you have viewed
new character at the
the movie at least once.
beginning of the story.
Important information and
A character is a
background story is often
representative of you,
the player, in the
conveyed via a movie.
story. The character
Besides, they look good.
will be your alter-ego,
and follow your
commands and pay the
consequences for those actions. Obviously, your
character is the single most important facet of the
game and you should spend some time deciding what
kind of character to play.
The decision about your
character is the most
important decision you
have to make at the start
of the game.
There are two ways to
decide on a character:
select a pre-generated
character or create your
own. Both ways have their
pluses and minuses, and we’ll leave the choice up
to you.
When you click on NEW GAME from the Main Menu,
you will see the character selection screen. This
screen will always display one of three pregenerated characters. Besides a picture of the pregenerated character, you will see a brief summary
of their primary statistics and their biography.
You have four choices on this screen to choose
from.
$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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NEW CHARACTER - Go immediately to
the character creation screen and
do not start the game until you
You can use are done there. This basically
gives you complete control of your
the left and right
character, but at the cost of a
arrow buttons
little more time before you can
underneath the
begin playing. Some players like
character portrait to to investigate the game a little
with a pre-generated character and
change between the
then restart and create their own
three pre-generated
character then. More advanced
players can jump right into the
characters.
character creation screen. This is
probably the most emotionally
satisfying way to select a character. See page 20 for
information on the character creation screen.

NOTES

SELECT CHARACTER - Take the currently selected pregenerated character and start the game immediately. This
is the fastest choice, as it will get you into the game
in the shortest amount of time. This choice is
recommended for beginning players. See page 19 for a
brief bio on each of the pre-generated characters.
MODIFY CHARACTER - Take the currently selected pregenerated character and go to the character creation
screen. This is a compromise between NEW CHARACTER and
SELECT CHARACTER. Once on the character creation screen,
you will see the statistics and skills of the pregenerated character. You can then modify that character
to suit your own nefarious needs.
CANCEL - Return to the Main Menu without starting a new
game or selecting a character.

18
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Pre-generated Characters
If you don’t want to spend a lot of time at the
beginning of the game before you get to play, then start
here. Pick one of the three pre-generated characters and
hop right into the action. Some players will want to
experience the game for a little while before creating
their own character, and others will want to see the game
to completion using any character. These three characters
are all capable of finishing the Fallout 2 adventure.
Pick the character that you like the most and start
playing immediately!

Mingan
Mingan’s whisper-soft tread and
acquisitive fingers have always
aided his natural curiosity.
Several years ago the tribe
decided that Mingan’s talents
would be best used on someone
else. Since then Mingan has been
the tribe’s most accomplished
scout. However, the tents of nearby tribes provide little
challenge these days. It’s time to scout farther afield.
Mingan is a thief character. Players that would like
to sneak around, and “liberate” items from other
characters should select Mingan.

Chitsa
Chitsa has always been able to
convince others to do things her
way. Her winning personality and
stunning good looks, have often
caused others to underestimate the
tribe’s best trader. In the
course of her frequent journeys,
Chitsa has learned to deal with
the perils of travelling the Wastes. Now the tribe needs
help and new paths beckon to Chitsa.
Chitsa is a diplomat character. If you would like to
talk to people and wring the most information from them
without having to resort to violence all the time, then
$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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you should select Chitsa.

Narg
Narg’s exceptional physique has
made him one of the best hunters
in the tribe. Narg’s first, and
usually only, impulse is to crush
anything that he can’t figure
out. Narg has become quite adept
at crushing, and slicing, and
dicing. Narg would like to prove
his worthiness to lead the tribe and he’ll let nothing
stand in his way.
Narg is a barbarian fighter. If you want to cause the
most damage, select Narg.

Modifying Pre-generated Characters
From the main menu, one of the options is to MODIFY
CHARACTER. This will let you load the statistics for the
currently selected character into the character creation
screen. Here you can modify the character to your heart’s
content, or just look at the character detail.

Creating a Character
The other option is to create your own character from
scratch. Using the character creation screen, you will
make choices that will determine how your character will
start the game.
For more information on character abilities, see the
Character chapter and the following pages:
Primary Statistics Page 22
Derived Statistics Page 24
Tag Skills
Page 28
Traits
Page 26

20
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You can also click on any
element of the character screen
to get more information from the
info card in the lower right
hand corner of the screen. If
you want details about any
statistic, skill or trait,
simply click on the part in
question. The card will change
to show you a graphic cartoon of
the statistic, skill, or trait and you will get a small
text description.

How to create your Character
The easy way to create your character is to follow some
simple steps. The character editor does not require that
you follow of all these steps in order, so you can branch
out and make little tweaks as you work on your character.
1. Think of a concept for your Character.
2. Select the Primary Statistics.
3. Select up to two Traits.
4. Choose three Tag Skills.
5. Select the sex of your Character.
6. Adjust the age of your Character.
7. Type your Character’s name.
8. Save your Character for future reference or
changes.
9. Start the game!

Character Concept
Start with a brief idea of what your character should be.
Determine what kind of character you would like to play.
Should the character be male or female? Strong or weak?
Smart or dumb? Good with ranged weapons, melee weapons or
martial arts? The answers to these questions, and others,
will determine your character concept. Some characters
are very specialised, others will be good in many
different skills and be generalists.

$50.00 PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE
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Primary Statistics
Adjusting the seven primary
statistics will give you the
most control over your
character. See page 22 for more
detailed information on primary
statistics.

vum
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ST - Strength - The physical
strength of your character. This statistic affects your
ability to carry inventory items, do damage with melee
weapons and use powerful weapons effectively.
PE - Perception - The ability to see and hear. A high
Perception is critical for sharpshooting characters.
EN - Endurance - How tough your character is. Characters
with a high Endurance can take more damage, and they are
more resistant to poison and radiation.
CH - Charisma - The ability to look good and act
charming. If your character has a good Charisma, it will
make your relationships with non-player characters (NPCs,
see page 85) in the game easier.
AG - Agility - How well your character moves. How far you
can move in combat is directly related to the Agility
score of your character. It will also affect the rating
of many physical skills.
IN - Intelligence - How bright and smart your character
is. The number of skill points you get each experience
level, and the starting ratings of many mental skills, is
based on your character’s Intelligence.
LK - Luck - This is the most unusual of all of the
primary statistics. It covers nothing at all, a little
bit of some things and everything. All at once. Luck
affects many things in tiny amounts.
You start with a base of 5 points in all of your
primary statistics. This is average. Primary statistics
22
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are valued from 1 to 10, with 1
being the worst and 10 being the
best. The following chart will
give you an idea of the
differences between the various
levels.
1) Very Bad
2) Bad
3) Poor
4) Fair
5) Average
6) Good
7) Very Good
8) Great
9) Excellent
10) Heroic

NOTES

Click the
small + and buttons next to a
statistic level
name to adjust
the statistic.

You also get 5 free CHAR POINTS that can be spent on
your primary statistics. You must spend all of these free
points before you can start the game. You can spend these
free points in one statistic, spread them out over
several statistics or in any combination you desire.
If you need more points, since you may want to
increase more than one or two statistics to higher
levels, you can always decrease any number of statistics.
You cannot lower a statistic below 1. Any free points
gained from lowering your statistics will appear in the
CHAR POINTS display. You must also spend these points
before you can start the game.
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Lowering your statistics is a drastic measure,
however. It should be considered with care. Lowering your
Intelligence below four, for example, can have serious
consequences on what your character can say to other
people in the Fallout world.
Adjusting your primary statistics is the single most
controllable thing you can do during character creation
to define your character. The initial level of your
skills, the derived statistics, and what you can excel at
during the beginning of the game are based on your
primary statistics. Choose wisely, as it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to permanently modify your
primary statistics after you are finished creating your
character. Your skills will increase, and you will gain
equipment that will allow your character to do different
things, but your primary statistics will rarely change in
any meaningful way.

Derived Statistics
Derived statistics are based on one or more primary
statistics. While you cannot directly adjust a derived
statistic, as you adjust your primary statistics, you
will see the values of the derived
statistics change. See page 88 for more
II.r r-amn 31ÿ- Ilk
information and detail about all of the
derived statistics.
HP - Hit Points - The amount of damage
your character can take before buying the
farm, croaking, taking a long dirt nap,
and otherwise exiting the corporeal
world. Based mostly on Endurance, but
modified by ST as well. Fortunately, as
you improve and gain experience levels,
you will also gain more hit points.
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AC - Armour Class - How likely you are to be hit in
combat. Slightly different than Damage Resistance
(see below). High AC is better than low AC. Based
strictly on Agility.
AP - Action Points - How much you can do in a
single turn of combat (see Combat, page 118). The
higher the number, the better it is. Based solely
on Agility.
Carry Weight - The total amount of equipment you
can lug around the world. Characters with high
Strength scores can obviously carry more than
characters with low Strength scores.
Melee Damage - How much bonus damage your character
does with melee weapons or in hand-to-hand combat.
Bigger is better. Based on Strength.
DR - Damage Resistance - If you do get hit, how
much less damage to you take compared to the next
fellow. Higher DR means you take less damage.
Starts at 0% and goes up from there. Not based on
any primary statistic.
Poison Resistance - How much damage you take from
poison attacks is based on this derived statistic.
The larger your poison resistance, the less damage
you take. Based on Endurance.
Radiation Resistance - The larger your resistance
to radiation, the less damage you will take when
exposed to it. Based on Endurance.
Sequence - This statistic determines when you get
to take an action in a combat turn. It is based on
your Perception.
Healing Rate - How many points of damage you heal
when you rest. Based on Endurance.
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Critical Chance - The chance of causing a critical blow,
and doing some form of additional damage, is based on
this statistic. This statistic is based solely on Luck.

Traits
Traits are characteristics that better define just
exactly who your character is. They don’t really fit into
a single statistic or location, but are instead just
called Traits. They all have a good and a bad impact on
your character. If you want the good side of a Trait, you
must take the bad with it.
Fortunately, Traits are optional. You do not have to
take a Trait to finish your character. If you do want to
select Traits, you may select up to two. You must do this
during character creation, since you cannot select a new
Trait once you start the game.
To select a Trait, click on
the small button next to the
Trait name. Select Traits will
be highlighted. Click the
button of a highlighted Trait
to deselect it. You can have at
most two Traits selected at a
time.
Fast Metabolism - This will increase your Healing Rate,
but reduce your radiation and poison resistances.
Bruiser - This increases your Strength, but lowers your
Action Points. Popular with the mean and nasty crowd.
Small Frame - At the cost of a reduced carry weight, you
gain some Action Points. You will not be able to carry as
much inventory, and this can have a major effect after
the beginning of the game.

26
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One Hander - You are more likely to hit with smaller,
single-handed weapons, and less likely to hit with
larger, two-handed weapons.
Finesse - You do less damage, but have a greater chance
of doing a critical hit.
Kamikaze - You act before other people, since you have a
higher Sequence, but you lose some Armour Class and are
easier to hit.
Heavy Handed - You do more damage in melee or hand-tohand combat. And while you have the same chance to cause
a critical hit, your critical hits are not as good as the
next fellow.
Fast Shot - You can use a projectile or thrown weapon
more often each combat turn. The AP cost to use a weapon
is reduced by one. Unfortunately, you cannot make
targeted shots if you have this Trait. You will not even
be able to switch to targeted shot mode if you are a
Fast Shot.
Bloody Mess - This has no real game effect, beyond the
fact that you will always see the bloodiest way a person
can die. This is based on the setting of the Violence
Level in the preference screen (see page 77.)
Jinxed - Everyone in the game is more likely to have a
critical failure when fighting. That includes you, too.
Good Natured - Your combat skills start lower than
normal, but your skills in First Aid, Doctor, Speech and
Barter start higher.
Chem Reliant - Your chance to be addicted when using a
Chem is higher, but you recover faster.
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NOTES

To select a
skill to Tag, click the small
button next to the skill
name. The button will be
lit, and the skill name
highlighted. To deselect
the skill, in case you want
to Tag another skill,
simply click the button
again.

Chem Resistant - Chems only
affect you half as long as
normal, but your chance to be
addicted is reduced by half as
well.
Sex Appeal - This trait
increases your chance of having
a good reaction with members
of the opposite sex.
Unfortunately, this trait tends
to annoy members of your sex.
Jealous twits.

Skilled - The trait increases
the number of skill points you
receive every new level of
experience. The cost is that it takes longer to gain
Perks, additional abilities, that also come from earning
experience levels.
Gifted - You have more innate abilities than most, but at
a serious cost. All primary statistics are improved, but
at a cost of lowered base skills and a reduced number of
skill points as you advance in experience levels.

Tag Skills
Skills are learned abilities. You will be able to improve
your Skills as you gain experience and learn more. All
skills have a skill level, expressed as a percentage. The
higher the skill level, the more likely you are able to
succeed at using the skill.
Tag Skills define what skills you are especially good
at. They are specialiseations. You must select three Tag
Skills before you can leave the character creation
screen.
Selecting what Skill to Tag is important. Tag Skills
get an immediate +20% bonus, and more importantly,
improve faster than normal skills. When you gain
experience levels, you will gain a number of skill points
to spend. Each skill point is doubled when spent on a Tag
Skill. See page 111 for a detailed explanation of gaining
28
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experience levels and skill points.
For more information about the various skills, see
page 91.
Small Guns - The use of pistols and other small firearms
in combat. Based on Agility.
Big Guns - The use of bigger firearms and other massive
ranged weapons. Based on Agility.
Energy Weapons - Using energy weapons in ranged combat.
Based on Agility.
Unarmed - Using your fists and feet in hand-to-hand
combat. Based off of the average of Strength and Agility.
Melee Weapons - The use of melee weapons, like knives and
spears, in battle. Based on the average of Strength and
Agility.
Throwing - How well you can aim a thrown object. This is
used with grenades, throwing knives, and other tossed
weapons. Based on Agility.
First Aid - The healing of minor wounds. Based on
Perception and Intelligence.
Doctor - The healing of major wounds, and crippled or
broken bones. Based on Perception and Intelligence.
Sneak - The art of moving silently. Based solely on
Agility.
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Lockpick - How skilled you are in defeating locks and
other mechanisms designed to keep you out. Based on
Perception and Agility.
Steal - The skill of acquiring what is not yours. Can be
used to steal items off of a person, or to give a person
an item without them knowing about it. Based on Agility.
Traps - The skill in spotting and disarming traps. Also
used to set traps and explosives. Based on Perception and
Agility.
Science - Knowledge of all things scientific, like
chemistry and computers. Also includes knowledge of
machines, but not how to repair or jimmy them. Based only
on Intelligence.
Repair - The practical side of the Science skill. How to
fix (or break) machines and other man-made devices. Based
on Intelligence.
Speech - How well you can talk to other people. A high
speech skill can improve your chances of talking people
into doing what you want them to do. Based off of
Charisma.
Barter - The skill of trading items. A good Barter skill
will allow you to trade less and get more. Based on
Charisma.
Gambling - The skill of cards, dice and other gambling
games. Based only on Luck.
Outdoorsman - The knowledge of plants, animals and living
in wide open areas. Based on Intelligence and Endurance.

Name, Age and Sex
Click on the NONE button in the upper left hand corner of
the screen to change your name.
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You cannot change your name once
you start the game, so pick
something other than NONE, the
That’s an
character with no name.
old joke, but it’s
Your name is the key to your
character. The name you pick
still pretty
should represent the concept
funny!
behind your game.
Your character’s age and sex
will also define your character.
And these attributes will have
minor effects in the game world.
Some non-player characters will react differently
to your character if your character is male instead
of female. Age, on the other hand, will rarely
affect your character and there is no difference
between older or younger characters. There is no
penalty for growing too old, either, in the game
world.

NOTES

Finishing your Character
Once you have spent all of your character points on
your primary statistics, selected any optional
Traits, selected your three Tag Skills, set your
name, sex and age, you are ready to begin.
Click on the DONE button to start Fallout 2
using this character.
Click on the CANCEL button if you want to return
to the character selection screen. The current
character will be lost to time.
Alternatively, you can click on the OPTIONS
button, which will display a window
with some options that are
available only during character
creation.

Mht W nil

Character Screen Options
These options are only available
from the character creation screen.
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SAVE - This will save the current character to a file on
your computer’s hard drive. If you click this button, a
save character window will appear. Enter a file name and
press ENTER to save the character. Use this if you want
to pass the file around to your friends, or if you want
to keep a copy of your starting character for posterity.
Once you start the game, you cannot use the character
editor to modify your character.
LOAD - Click this button to load a previously saved
character file. This will not load a regular save game.
It will only load a character file saved through this
window.
PRINT TO FILE - This will save your character in a
friendly, easy to read text file version. This will allow
you to post your character to the Internet, or just print
it out and hang it on the wall! You will be asked for a
file name. Type one in and press ENTER. Then look in the
Fallout 2 directory for a text file with that name.
ERASE - If you click this button, it will erase the
current character and let you start over from scratch.
You will be asked for confirm this operation. For the
sake of your little electron buddies that make up the
current character, choose wisely.
DONE - Clicking this button will return you to the
character editor screen.

Main Game Screen
This is the screen that you
spend the majority of your time
using. It shows your character
and a view of the world around
him or her.
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The screen is divided into two sections: the game view
and the interface bar.
The game view is the upper part of the screen where
the action takes place. Your character, and the nonplayer characters (NPCs) inhabit this part of the screen.
It is in the game view that you perform most of your
actions: moving around, grabbing items, talking to
people, targeting enemy critters in combat, opening
doors, exploring, and more.
The bottom part of the screen is the interface bar.
You will use the interface bar to perform game-related
activities: accessing inventory, selecting a weapon or
weapon mode to attack with, accessing the character
screen, selecting options, getting feedback from the
display window, and more.
Using your mouse, you will perform actions using
different types of cursors.

The Action Cursor
Cursors A Action leans
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Fallout 2 uses an
Action Cursor to show
what actions can be
performed at the
current time. There are
four basic modes the
Action Cursor can be in
when you are on the
normal game screen.
Movement (game view
only)
Command
Targeting (turn-based
combat only)

Hand (inventory only)
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Normally, the only two cursor types available in the
normal game screen are the Movement and Command cursors.
Targeting is only available when you are in the turn-based
combat mode. The Hand cursor is only available in
Inventory, where it and the Command cursor are available.
Right-click to cycle between the available cursor
types. Outside of combat, right-clicking will toggle
between the Movement and Command cursor. In combat, the
Targeting cursor is available by right-clicking when you
see the Command cursor. Another right-click will cycle
back to the Movement cursor.
A left-click will perform an action that is based on
the cursor type.
See Combat, page 118, for more information on the
Targeting cursor. See Inventory, page 45, for more
information on the Hand cursor.

Movement Cursor
The default cursor is the movement cursor. It looks like
a hex. Hex is short for hexagon, a six-sided polygon.
Characters in Fallout 2 can be facing one of six
directions. The movement cursor will control where your
character can move to in the game view. Move this cursor
around the screen. If you cannot move to the location
under the hex, a red X will appear in the centre of the
cursor. There are two ways to move: walking and running.
One of the preferences, Running, will change the default
move type. See page 79 for more details about the
preferences.

Walking
If you left-click when the movement cursor is displayed,
your character will attempt to walk to that location,
using the shortest path available. The shortest path to
some destinations is not always the best one. If the
shortest path looks dangerous to you, use small steps and
walk carefully around that ticking box lying in the
centre of the corridor with the large red BOMB letters on
it. The setting of the Running preference may change the
default action of the left-click.
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Running
If you press SHIFT and left-click when the movement
cursor is displayed, your character will run to the
desired location using the shortest path available. This
assumes that the Running preference is set to the default
of Normal. If the preference is instead set to Always, a
simple left-click will make your character run, and you
must hold SHIFT and left-click to make your character
walk.
You can always interrupt your character while he or
she is moving with another movement command.

Things that affect movement
If your character has a crippled leg or two, see Damage
(page 131), your character cannot run. Movement during
turn-based combat is limited and requires the spending of
action points. Moving one hex requires one action point.

Command Cursor
The command cursor is the way of telling your character to
interact with the environment and other people. Rightclick until the command cursor is displayed.
Use this cursor to point to an object or person that
you wish to interact with. If you move the cursor over an
object or person, and let it rest for a brief moment, an
icon will appear next to the command cursor. This icon
will tell you what the default action is if you leftclick the mouse button while the cursor is over this
object or person. You do not have to wait for the icon
to appear before you click! To perform the default
action, left-click once.
To perform another action instead of the default
action, move the command cursor over an object or person,
and left-click and hold. You must hold the left mouse
button until a list of action icons appears. One of the
action icons will be highlighted. Move the mouse up and
down to change the highlighted action icon. Release the
left mouse button to perform the highlighted action. The
bottom action icon will always be Cancel (see below.)
Pausing the command cursor over an object or person
will also display the name of the object or person in the
display window on the interface bar. To get more
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information about that item or critter, use the Examine
action icon (see below as well.)

Action Icons
USE ITEM/GET
Performing this action will attempt to pick up a small
item (like a rock) or manipulate a large item (like a
door.) You can only pick up inventory items, and you can
only use scenery items. If you have enough room in your
inventory, the item you pick up will be added to the top
of your inventory. If you Get a dead body, you will have
a chance to loot them for all they were worth.
You can get inventory items, loot dead bodies, and use
scenery items.
EXAMINE
Using this action will give you more detail about an
object or person. You will get a longer description of
the item or person, often with important information
(like how much ammo is left in a gun, or how wounded a
person appears to be.) In the main game view, this long
description will appear in the display window. In
Inventory, this long description appears in the character
display window.
You can examine almost anything in Fallout 2.
USE SKILL ON
To use one of your active skills on the targeted
object or person, select this action icon. The skilldex
will be displayed and you can select one of the skills.
Some skills will not work on the targeted object or
person (trying to Lockpick a screaming mad ganger is
pretty silly.)
You can use this action on any object or person that a
skill can be used on.
DROP ITEM
Only available in Inventory. If you no longer want to
carry an inventory item, especially if it is getting a
little crowded in your back pocket, or wherever you keep
all those guns and ammo, then use this action on an item.
The dropped item will appear at your feet. Use this
action carefully, since the dropped item may disappear
36
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from that location at a later date. If you drop a really
important item, it may be possible that you cannot finish
the game.
This works on any item in your Inventory.
ROTATE CHARACTER
To rotate your character clockwise, use this action
icon. Every click of the mouse will rotate your character
one hex-side. There is no Action Point cost for this
action in combat. Your character will automatically
rotate to face the proper direction for most actions that
you peform.
This action icon only works on your character.
TALK
Use this action to start talking with an intelligent
creature, or at least make the attempt to open
communication. It also works on some computers, but not
all. If a person has little to say, it will appear over
their head in the main game view. If they want to
actually listen to what you have to say, then it will
open the Dialogue screen and you will be able to carry on
an extended conversation with them. See page 64 for more
information on the Dialogue screen.
This action icon works on people, intelligent
creatures and some computers.
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USE INVENTORY ITEM ON
If you want to use an item from your Inventory on a
person or object, then this action is the fastest way to
accomplish that task. When you select this action icon on
a legal target, a small version of your Inventory will
appear. Scroll through your Inventory, if necessary, and
select the item you wish to use, and your character will
attempt to use it on the target. Obviously, the item must
be appropriate. Using a stimpak on a door isn’t going to
do much, while those lockpicks have little chance when
used on a dog (unless it is a really weird dog.) This
action does not Barter or Trade with a person. You must
do that through the Dialogue screen.
This action will work on people, critters and scenery
objects.
UNLOAD AMMO
If you want to remove ammo from a weapon, use this
action icon. It will work in the Inventory screen and the
loot screen, when you are pilfering from the dead. You
can use this action to remove the valuable ammo from the
heavy gun, or change ammo types in your favourite
firearm. The ammo will be added to the top of your
inventory.
This action icon only works on weapons that contain
ammunition, and only in the Inventory and loot screens.
PUSH
Select this action icon when the screen is crowded and
your path is blocked. It will ask all nearby critters to
move out of your way. Some will respond, but others,
especially guards, will not follow your directions. If
that door is blocked by Ivan the Slow-witted, then this
is your command.
Only available on your character, and only affects
some nearby people and critters.
CANCEL
If you do not want to perform any of
on the target, select the cancel action
if nothing happened. This is always the
icon.
Always available, from everywhere to
38
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Interface Bar
The bottom part of the
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main game screen is
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taken up by the
Interface Bar. Don’t
worry, this is a good thing. The Interface Bar looks like
this:
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The Interface Bar allows you to give many different
types of commands, and see feedback on how your character
is performing.
If you have a special cursor, like a combat targeting
cursor, or a skill target cursor, and you move it over
the Interface Bar, the cursor will disappear and change
into the normal pointer. This will cancel your weapon
attack or skill use. You will have to re-select that
action if you still want to perform it.
The Interface Bar is made up of the following
components:
Display Monitor - This monitor
prints out feedback as you or
There.
.
other characters perform
•Vou see: Rocks.
*
•You see: Rocks.
actions. These little messages
•Rocks, rocks, rocks!
Everywhere you look,
are important, so try not to
rocks!
miss any. Fortunately, you can
scroll back to older messages by
moving the cursor over the display until if changes into
a small arrow. At the top of the display, it will be an
up arrow and left-clicking will scroll back to older
messages. At the bottom of the display, the arrow points
down and left-clicking will scroll to the newer messages.
If older messages are being displayed when a new message
is printed, the display will automatically jump to the
most recent message.
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Switch Active Item Button - You can have two items
prepared to immediate use. These are your active items.
You prepare these items in the Inventory screen (see page
45) when you place items into the ITEM1 and ITEM2 slots.
This button will toggle between the two items,
effectively changing the Active Item Button (see below.)
If ITEM1 is being displayed, clicking this button will
switch it to ITEM2. And if ITEM2 is the Active Item,
clicking this button will switch it to ITEM1.
Inventory Button - Pressing this button, cleverly marked
INV, will open the Inventory screen. If you do this
before combat, it is free. If you do this during combat,
it will cost you Action Points. Moral of the story: use
Inventory outside of combat if you can help it. See page
45 for what you can actually do on the Inventory screen.
Action Points - This row of lights will tell you how many
Action Points you have remaining. Action Points are only
used in combat, during which time they will glow. Glowing
lights mean that it is currently combat and currently
your turn. When you use Action Points, the lights will
blink off one at a time. When you get your full
complement of Action Points at the start of a combat
turn, the row of lights will light back up. While it is
possible to have more than ten Action Points, only the
first ten Action Points are actually displayed with this
monitor. The lights will not start to blink off until you
actually start using your last ten Action Points.
Options Button - This button will display a list of
options available as you play Fallout 2:
SAVE GAME - This button will display the Save Game
screen, where you can save your progress. This
allows you to return to the game at a later date or
restore any progress you have made in case of death or
Other Nasty Things. See page 76.
LOAD GAME - This will allow you to load a previously
saved game by displaying the Load Game screen. See page
78.
PREFERENCES - This button displays the Preferences
40
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screen, where you can alter the way Fallout 2 plays. See
page 79.
EXIT - Quit the current game and return
to the main menu. You may want to save
your game before you do this, so Fallout
2 will remind you before you actually go
back to the main menu.

SAVE
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DONE - Return to your current game of
Fallout 2.

Active Item Button - This is where the
current active item is displayed. You can
have two items prepared, ITEM1 and ITEM2. See the Switch
Active Item button (above) for details on how to switch
items.
Left-clicking this button will use the active item or
weapon. Right-clicking this large button will switch
weapon modes.
Besides the graphic of the current active item or
weapon, additional important information is also
displayed on this button.
The Action Point (AP) cost to use this item or weapon
in combat is displayed in the lower left-hand corner. In
combat, if you do not have more AP than this number, you
may not use this item or weapon until you gain additional
AP.
The mode, or how this item will be used, is displayed
in the upper right-hand corner of the button. You can
sometimes right-click to change this mode.
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Some weapons can also make targeted shots. If you do
not have the Fast Shot trait, you will see a targeted
shot icon appear in the lower right-hand corner as you
switch modes on the weapon. If you have selected the Fast
Shot trait for your character, you cannot make targeted
shots, and you will never see the targeted shot icon.
Ammo Bar - If the active item is
a weapon that requires ammo, or
an item that requires charges,
then this bar will be displayed
next to the active item button.
This bar will give you a rough
idea of how many shots or uses
remain, before the weapon or
item runs dry.
If the bar is full, stretching
from the top to the bottom of
the button, then the ammo or
charges are maxed out. As you
use rounds of ammo, or charges
of energy, the bar will drop.
When you are dry, the bar will
disappear completely.
For more detailed
information about the number of rounds or charges
remaining, use an Examine on the weapon or item.
Hit Point Counter - This counter displays your current
Hit Points (HP) remaining. The colour of the counter will
give you a rough idea of your current health:
WHITE - Healthy
YELLOW - Hurt
RED
- About to Die
If your HP ever reach 0, you die and the game ends.
You will have to reload a previously saved game, or start
the game over from the very beginning. You should save
often, and in different save game slots, to make sure
that you don’t have to start over from the very
beginning. You should monitor this display, and use
skills or items to increase your HP when they get low.
42
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Armour Class Counter - This counter displays your current
Armour Class (AC), based on your character statistics,
traits, and currently worn armour. During combat, this
counter will go up and down. If you have any extra Action
Points at the end of your combat turn, they are
automatically converted to a bonus to your AC. Don’t
panic if your AC constantly changes.
Skilldex Button - Pressing this button will display the
Skilldex window. See page 44.
Map Button - When you press this button, it will open and
display the Automap window for the current map and level.
See page 59 for more information on Automaps.
Character Button - The CHAR button can be pressed to
switch to the Character screen. This is the screen that
shows all of your characters statistics and skills. Very
useful, and should always be used when the display
monitor prints a message that you have gained an
experience level. See page 49 for more information about
the Character screen.
PIPBoy Button - Pressing this button will display the
RobCo PIPBoy 2000, a personal data assistant that will
help record information about your travels. See page 57
for details about this wonderful machine.
Combat Buttons - Outside of combat, this section of the
Interface Bar is covered by a panel. When you are
involved in combat, the panel will slide back to reveal
two combat buttons: END TURN, which will end your current
turn and let the next person or creature have a chance to
act, and END COMBAT, which will attempt to stop all
hostilities. The End Combat button will not work if there
are nearby hostile critters that want to continue doing
bad things to you. Green lights
around the combat buttons mean
that it is your turn. Red lights
mean that someone else is getting
a chance to do bad things.
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NOTES

Skilldex

You can also
press the 1 through 8
keys on your keyboard to
access the skills quickly,
without having to resort
to the Skilldex. This can
save your valuable time,
especially if you are doing
a repetitive action.

Some skills are used
automatically. When you shoot a
gun in combat, the proper gun
skill will automatically be used.
Other skills require that you
actively use them. These skills
are available through the
Skilldex.
Click on the Skilldex button
on the Interface Bar, or use the
Use Skill On action icon to
access the Skilldex.
The Skilldex will display a
list of all the possible skills
that you could use in this situation. Not all skills will
apply, so you must pick the proper skill.
There are a total of eight skills that you can choose
from on the Skilldex. Each skill name is a button. Next
to the button is a counter, showing your current level in
the skill on the adjacent button. As usual, high numbers
are better and show your percentage chance of succeeding
in the use of that skill. The skill level is before
modifiers, so it’s possible to have a really high skill
and still fail.
Click on a skill button to use that skill. All skills,
except for Sneak, will require you to pick a target. If
you accessed the Skilldex through the command cursor with
the Use Skill On action icon, then the target has already
been chosen. If you use the Skilldex button off the
Interface Bar, you will have to choose the target. In
this case, the cursor will change to a targeting cursor.
Move it over the target, and left-click. To not use the
skill after all, right-click or move the cursor over the
Interface Bar.
The Sneak skill does not require a target, since you
can be the only target. Instead, the Sneak skill works
like a toggle. If you are not sneaking, use the Sneak
skill to start sneaking around. If you are sneaking, use
the Sneak skill again to stop sneaking. While you are
using the Sneak skill, a little indicator will appear
just on top of the Interface Bar.
44
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Inventory
The Inventory screen is used to keep track and use items
that you come across during the course of your adventure.
It also allows you to equip your character with items or
weapons. You are limited in the number of items that you
can carry. Every item has a specific weight. The maximum
number of items you can carry is based on your Carry
Weight statistic. You can Examine an item to determine
the items weight.

Cursors
There are two cursors that you
can use on this screen: The
Hand cursor and the Command
cursor. Right-click to switch
between them.
The hand cursor will allow
you to pick up and move items
around. With the hand cursor
visible, move it over an item,
left-click and hold the mouse
button down. Move the cursor around. Release the left
mouse button to drop the item into its new location. If
you are moving more than one item, a special window will
appear and ask you how many of the items do you wish to
move.
If you move completely identical items on to each
other, they will “stack.” Stacked items show only one
picture, but the number of items in the stack will
appear. This is more convenient than having many items
take up space in your inventory list. In the case of
ammunition, it will show the total number of rounds in
all of the magazines in this stack. When you move ammo,
you move it by magazine, not individual rounds. Guns must
have the exact number of rounds remaining, and the ammo
must be of the exact same type. Stacking guns that are
not unloaded is rare.
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Moving or Dropping Multiple Items
The picture shows the items being moved. The counter
shows the current number of items being moved. Press the
+ and - buttons to increase or decrease the number of
items being moved. You can also
type the number of items, up to
MGYE ITENi
99999, on your keyboard. If you
h
00 0 (3 1
are moving a bunch of items,
type the number instead of
ÿ ÿ1
ALL
using the +/- buttons.
m
If you want to move all the
ÿ*; : ÿ
~lL'\ items, press the ALL button.
If you are happy with the
number of items being moved, press DONE.
If you decided not to move any items at all, press
CANCEL.
If you use the Drop Item action icon on a stack of
items, you will also get this window.

H
'

-

Inventory Screen
The Inventory screen is divided into five parts:
Inventory List - This is a list of all your inventory
items that your character is carrying. As you pick up new
items, they will be added to the top of the list. If you
Use an item from this list, it will automatically be used
on your character. If you Examine an item, the long
description will appear in the inventory screen Display
Window (see below.)
You can use the Home, End, PgUp, PgDn keys on your
keyboard to quickly move the inventory list from top to
bottom, and back.
The arrow buttons will also scroll the list. When an
arrow is white, the list can no longer be moved in that
direction. When the arrow is coloured yellow, you can
press it to move the list in that direction.
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Character Portrait - This window
will change to show what armour
your character is wearing, and
weapon is equipped.
Display Window
- This window
-I m Ml
normally shows
Chm
M
mmr
2f ZftK
EH
L nwr
mjin*
the current
i
M .'H
m
F-rr
status of your
Cfpvÿs m.-ir*:
lN -i
"Nwt
character. At
the top of the
nnl rkq I"!"
window is your
character’s
iGl-Dl Ui:
name. Below
that you find
some numbers and abbreviations.
ÿ•i

ÿi

.-ÿ

Ibirr

?.

NOTES

Remember
that you must rightclick to change between
the hand and action
cursor. It is only with
the action cursor that
you can drop, examine,
or use items.

ÿ"5si"Z73

ST, PE, EN, CH, IN, AG, LK - Your character’s current
statistics, which will include any modifiers for
radiation, chems or other effects.
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Hit Points - Current HP/Maximum HP. When the first number
drops to 0, you are dead and the game is over.
Armour Class - This area shows the current Armour Class
(AC), Damage Resistance (DR) and Damage Threshold (DT)
for the armour you are currently wearing. The different
types of DR/DT are:
Normal - Bullets, knives and other blunt or sharp
objects.
Laser - Damage from laser weapons. Reflective armour
will have higher DR/DT in this type of damage.
Fire - Damage from flamers and other sources of heat.
Plasma - Damage from plasma weapons, which use superheated matter almost on the point of becoming pure
energy. Pretty advanced stuff.
Explode - Explosions of all types. Concussion and
blast damage.
AC is the negative modifier applied to people or critters
attacking you.
DT and DR are the amount of damage that the attack is
reduced by.
The two areas at the bottom of your display window are
for your currently active items (the items in ITEM1 and
ITEM2, respectively.) Basic information about the item or
weapon will be displayed, like the name. Other
information displayed depends on the object type. Weapons
will show damage, range, rounds left/maximum and the type
of ammo. Other items will have brief descriptions of
important information.
Current Weight/Total Weight - The two numbers at the
bottom of the screen show your current total weight for
all your inventory items, and the maximum amount of
weight that you can carry. You current weight cannot be
larger than your maximum weight.
Armour Slot - Only armour can be placed into this slot.
Use the hand cursor to drop armour items into this slot.
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Any armour that is currently in the armour slot will be
dropped back into your inventory.
Item Slots - These two slots can hold items such as
weapons. Other items can be placed here and then used
from the Interface Bar. ITEM1 when empty can be used for
unarmed punch attacks. ITEM2 when empty can be used for
unarmed kick attacks.
There is also a DONE button. Press the DONE button to
return to the game. While you are in the Inventory
screen, time stops in the game. You can spend as much
real-world time as you want in this screen, and no time
will pass in the game.

Other Inventory Actions
You can also load and unload weapons. Drag ammo of the
appropriate type to the weapon. When you drag ammo to a
weapon, it will attempt to load it. To load the weapon
successfully, the ammo calibre must be the same as the
gun (no fair trying to load 9mm into a 10mm gun, either)
and ammo type (JHP, FMJ) must be the same. If the weapon
is completely loaded, you cannot add additional ammo,
either.
Unload ammo from weapons by using the Unload action
icon. The ammo will appear in your inventory. You can
also unload ammo from a loot screen. It is far easier to
carry small bits of ammo, then big heavy guns.

Character Screen
Use the character screen to
access all the information
about your character. On this
screen, you can see detailed
information about all of your
character’s statistics, traits,
perks, skills, and karmic
results. You will also use the
character screen to improve
your character when you
increase in experience levels.
You must access the character screen from the
interface bar
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This section of the manual explains how the character
screen works. For detailed information about the
characteristics (statistics, skills, traits, perks and
karmic kabobs) found on this screen, refer to the
Character Reference chapter, starting on page 84.
The primary purpose of the character screen is to give
you information about the status of your character: am I
critically hurt? if so, where? poisoned? how many
experience points do I have? when do I go up a level?
how many extra skill points do I have? what are my exact
skill levels? and so on.
The character screen should be accessed as soon as you
get a new experience level.
The character screen in the game is slightly different
than the character screen you might have used if you
created a new character or modified a pre-generated
character. There are a couple of important differences,
most notably, you cannot modify your character’s
statistics, and the select Trait area has been replaced
by Perks, Karma and Kills.
And you cannot change your name. Hopefully, you
selected something other than NONE and it is a name that
you like.
You can click on any text or object of importance on
this screen, and the information card in the lower righthand corner will change to display more information about
the statistic, skill, reputation (and so on) that you
selected.
If your character ever gains a new characteristic that
you are not familiar with, use the information card. It
helps.
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Basic Info and Statistics
The top of the screen shows your Name, Age and Sex. On
the right side, below that information, are your current
primary statistics.
Immediately below that information is an important
little box that contains your current level, experience
point total, and the experience required to gain the next
level. Since increasing your level will improve your
skills, and occasionally give you access to new abilities
called Perks (see page 101 for more information on those
vital and nifty powers), you should monitor this area
closely. It may be worth it to waste an additional rat
(animal, human or otherwise) in order to get those last
20 points of XP.
Level - Your current experience level. The higher the
better. Increasing your level is some times called
“levelling”, which you can do to entire towns if you are
of high enough level.
EXP - Your current experience point total. You gain
experience from solving problems, completing quests,
using your skills successfully, and of course, killing
Those That Stand In Your Way. The higher your current
level, the more XP it takes to increase levels. (The next
bit of info will show you how much experience you need.)
Next Level - The total amount of experience you need
before you gain a level of experience. If you’ve seen the
movie, “A Bridge Too Far,” you will understand what it is
like to look at this value sometimes.

Hit Points and Medical Information
Your current and maximum hit points will be shown in this
area. Remember, when your current hit points get too low,
you are in danger of dying an early (or just unlucky)
death. Be prepared, keep healing items ready and use your
healing skills as often as possible.
The information under your character’s HP totals is
very important. It shows any critical damage your
character may have taken. In a perfect world, they should
be dull green. In this case, bright is bad. If a line is
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in bright green, like the rest of the screen, you have
been inflicted by something horrible and potentially
life-threatening.
Poisoned - This means that you have been poisoned (by
rattle-snakes, giant scorpions from Hell, or Iguana-on-aStick that has gone bad from sitting out in the sun too
long.) Note that this is dangerous, but not necessarily
fatal. Poison does damage over time. The more poison that
you have been infected with, the longer you will take
damage. Fortunately, as the poison starts to wear off, it
takes longer and longer to damage you again.
Radiated - Everyone in the post-nuclear world has some
amount of radiation. Heck, if you live on a tall
mountain, you will absorb some rads every year. And don’t
use those new fangled “Microwaves,” as they can be very
bad for your health. When you start the game, you will
have very little to no measurable radiation. You can
still encounter freak areas of radiation, but you are
more likely to run into radiation-infected creatures that
mean to do you harm. The more accumulated radiation
damage you have, the worse the effect of additional
radiation on your body. Since radiation damage takes a
while to truly affect you, you would be wise to monitor
this characteristic. You can tell exactly how much
radiation you have been exposed to by using a Geiger
counter. Some doctors may be able to treat radiation
damage, and there are two types of drugs that can help.
The following are specific types of damage: crippled
limbs (or crippled eyes) that have a detrimental effect
on your character. They can only be healed with the use
of the Doctor skill. First Aid has no affect on this type
of damage. Generally, you can only get a crippled limb or
eye from a critical hit in combat.
Eye Damage - If your character takes a bad blow to her
eyes or head, she can be crippled in the eyes. Until the
eye damage is healed, your character will have a reduced
Perception. This will affect your character’s ability to
spot things and will affect ranged combat dramatically.
Crippled Right/Left Arm - If your character takes a
52
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serious blow to one of
his arms, it may be
crippled. It could be
the arm, or the wrist,
or the hand that is
seriously hurt. In any
case, if one arm is
crippled, your
character cannot use
two-handed weapons. If
both arms are
crippled, your
character is in a
serious hurt and
cannot use any weapons
at all.

NOTES

If you see
messages in the
display window telling you that
you have been exposed to
radiation, you would be a wise
player to use another savegame
slot until you discover what foul
thing has been done to you.
Radiation damage can permenately
lower your statistics, do HP
damage, or kill you outright. It all
depends on the amount of
radiation. Note, that the most
lethal amount of radiation still
takes a small amount of time
before the really bad effects
take affect. Save often, and use
those different slots!

Crippled Right/Left
Leg - A critical hit
to your character’s
leg may cause that leg
to be crippled. If one
leg is crippled, it
will cost more Action
Points (AP) to move.
One crippled leg also
makes it impossible to
run. If both legs are crippled, the AP cost to move is
increased even more. Most characters, with average
amounts of APs, will barely be able to move with two
crippled legs. Naturally, having both legs crippled means
you still cannot run. Non-combat walking speed is not
affected, but this is pretty much a sham to protect your
character from ruffians and other nogood-doers. Get to a
doctor right quick! Well, as quick as your crippled
character can...
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Skills
All of your character’s skills and their current level
are displayed here. Your character’s current skill point
total, gained from experience levels, will be displayed
on the Skill Point counter. You can spend these skill
points to improve your skills, or you can save them for
use at a later time. Since it costs more skill points to
improve a skill as it increases in skill level, it makes
sense to store a small number of skill points. Just
remember that every skill point you store is one that you
could be using!
To spend skill points, simply click on the skill to
highlight it and move the skill point spending bar to
that skill. Press the + or - buttons to increase or
decrease the number of skill points you are spending on
that skill. You cannot decrease the number of skill
points in a particular skill below where it started when
you entered the character screen at this time.
See page 115 for information about Experience Points,
Levels and new skill points.

Perks, Karma & Kills
This section of the screen contains three different
displays. Click on a tab to switch to that display. You
can choose from:
Perks - This display shows your character’s current
Perks, or special abilities that you gain every few
levels. For most normal characters, every three levels
you will have the ability to choose from a list of Perks.
Characters that have the Skilled trait must advance four
levels before they can choose a new Perk. Each Perk will
appear as a separate entry. If you selected the Perk
multiple times to increase the ability of the Perk, that
rank will appear as a number next to the Perk name. Click
on a Perk to view the information card about it.
Use the arrow buttons to scroll the list up or down if
you have too many Perks to view on one screen at the
same time.
At the bottom of this display, you will see your
chosen traits.
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Karma - As the player, you will make choices for your
character and those choices will have ramifications. The
results of your choices will be found on this display.
For good or bad, your actions will change your character.
This display basically shows three types of information:
Karma score, town reputations and special reputations.
Your charcter’s Karma score is kind of a one-shot
indicator of the results of all the actions you have
taken up to now. A positive number means that you have
basically acted as a good guy. A negative number means
that you have been the bad guy. Imagine it as a scale.
Every good deed and bad deed that you do, regardless if
it is noticed by the outside world, is recorded. Bad
deeds will lower your Karma, while good deeds will raise
your Karma. A Karma that hovers around zero means that
you are basically neutral, or you are like a newborn
child -- you haven’t had a chance to prove yourself one
way or the other.
Reputation is also a measure of your deeds, but only
if other people witness your actions. Each location will
think of you differently, but some locations can hear
about your deeds from one town or the other, and will
thusly be modified by your reputation in other towns. A
positive reputation is good, a negative one is bad and
one that is close to zero is neutral. It is possible to
have a really good reputation in a town, and have a
really low Karma (in this case, you are a stinker and no
one knows about you, yet.) It is also possible to have a
poor rep and good Karma (you do good things, but no one
has noticed.)
Your character can earn Special Reputations for doing
actions that are really spectacular, either good or bad.
Special Reputations will modify what people think of you,
and can give you additional positive or negative
modifiers.
Kills - This display simply shows the number of critters
(including humans) that you have slain in battle, by
critter type. If you kill a bunch of rats, for example,
you can refer to this card to see just how many rats you
have killed since you started Fallout 2. While this does
serve no real purpose, since you gain experience points
for each kill and that is recorded in a different
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location, it does serve as an excellent tool for bragging
rights.

Information Card
This card will update to show you more detailed
information about the currently selected statistic,
skill, perk, trait, karmic bobble, or anything else that
is selectable on the character screen.
It also has a cute picture depicting the chosen
characteristic in action. Sometimes, cute is not the
proper word to be used.

Print, Cancel and Done
The following options are available at the bottom of the
character screen.
Print - Pressing this button will save the current record
of your character as a text file on your own computer.
Show it to your friends, or post it on the Internet. When
you press this button, a window will appear. Type the
name of the text file in this window. When you hit the
ENTER key on your keyboard, the text file will be saved.
If you want, you can then copy this text file to your
printer, or open it with a text editor and print it out
from there.
Cancel - Returns to the game. All changes that you have
made to this character since you entered this screen will
be lost. If you spend some skill points, or if you
purchase a Perk that you later regret, press this button
and, with a wave of a magic wand, everything will be as
it was!
Done - Accepts any changes that you have made and returns
you to the game. The typical way of exiting the character
screen.
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The Holy RobCo PIPBoy
2000
One of the most holy artifacts
to be found in the Fallout 2
I
world is the RobCo PIPBoy 2000.
This Personal Information
V* - I--..
Processor is highly sought
after since few functioning
units remain. While your
character does not start off with this wonderful device,
one of your first quests will be to retrieve it.
The PIPBoy (as it is commonly called) is a handy
device that you wear on your wrist. It stores information
automatically for you, like a personal secretary, and
also includes a clock and calender function for keeping
track of time.
Use the buttons on the left-hand side of the screen to
select the primary function of the PIPBoy. All other
commands will be entered directly on the screen of the
PIPBoy. You can click on most lines of text to get more
information.
.v

.

HCJ

Functions of the PIPBoy 2000
The various functions of the PIPBoy are described below.
Remember that none of these functions are available until
your character finds the PIPBoy.

The Clock and Calender
The upper left-hand corner of the PIPBoy screen shows the
current date and time. The date is shown in
Day:Month:Year format. The time is shown in military
time, a 24-hour clock. When a 24-hour clock is used, an
AM or PM notation is not required. Between 0000 and 1159
are the morning hours, 1200 to 2359 are the evening
hours. 1300 is the same as 1 o’clock in the afternoon.
1800 is 6 o’clock, and so on.
The button between the date and the time is an alarm
clock. Press this button to show a list of timer settings
in the main display. Select one of the timer settings,
and game time will advance quickly. During this time,
your character will rest or sleep. This means that you
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will gain more Hit Points than if your character
continued to walk around or fight. Resting is also a good
way of passing the time until the sun rises or sets.
The various timer settings available:
10 minutes
30 minutes
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours
Until morning (0600 / 6:00AM)
Until noon (1200 / 12:00PM)
Until evening (1800 / 6:00PM)
Until midnight (0000 / 12:00AM)
Until healed
Use the 10 minute to 6 hour timers if you need to
perform a specific action at a particular time of day.
Some events only occur during the night or during the
day. Some shops are only open during daylight hours, for
example.
The “until” timers are a little more powerful. They
will advanced the clock until the condition is meet. If
you are low on healing items, and you don’t care if you
waste some time, use the “Rest until healed” timer. This
will advance the clock quickly, and it will keep your
character resting until he is restored to full health.
You can monitor the current/maximum number of hit points
on this screen.
While your character is resting, the clock will
advanced quickly. Press ESC to wake up and cancel the
remainder of the timer.

Status
The primary function of your PIPBoy is to record your
character’s current progress. All quests will be entered
into this section of the PIPBoy when they are assigned to
your character. You can press this button to display a
list of the current and former quests. Quests that have
been completed are crossed out. Select a quest to get
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more information on it.
The Status function also displays data copied from
holotapes, a kind of recordable media. Select an entry to
display the data. If more than one page of data is
available, use the NEXT and BACK text buttons to move
through the data. To copy data from a holotape, use the
Inventory screen to select the holotape and then use the
Use action icon from the command cursor on it.

Automaps
Your PIPBoy can display an automap for any location that
your character has visited. Press this button to display
the list of locations. Select the primary location to
display a list of all the submaps within that location.
Select a map to display.
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NOTES

Leaving
the map via an exit
grid is a great way
to end combat!

Archives
All movies are captured on the
PIPBoy’s video recorder for later
playback. Select any previously
viewed movie to view it again.

Close
Press this button to power down the
PIPBoy and return to the game.

Maps
The game view just shows a small section of the Fallout 2
world. There are three different types of maps besides
the game view that show the world at different scales.
From largest to smallest:
World Map
Town Map
Game View
Automap

World Map

I

The largest map in the game,
the world map shows an overland
view of the wasteland. You will
use this map to move your
character from town to town. You
can only get to the world map by
exiting a town via an “exit
grid.” This is an example of
what an exit grid looks like:
Note that there are two types of exit grids. Green exit
grids take you from one part of a town to another, and
brown exit grids take you to the world map. Step on the
exit grid to be automatically transported. You can use an
exit grid to escape from a hostile location, but don’t
expect a pleasant welcome when you return.
The world map is divided into four different sections:
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Map Display - This is the view
of the map. Areas that you have
not explored are dark. The
immediate area around your
explorations is slightly
illuminated. This means that
your character has seen the
contents of that area, but has
not yet walked through that
part of the world map. Green
circles are important locations, towns usually, that you
can visit. Large green circles have their own town map
(see below.)
Sun/Moon Display - You can see the current date and time
through this indicator. This display will also show you
if it is day or night at your current spot on the world
map. Notice that as you move, the sun sets and rises.
Many towns change depending on whether it is day or night
when you arrive.
Location List - As you discover important locations, a
button for that location will be added to this list. If
you ever want to visit a known location, simply click on
that locations button and your character will start
marching there immediately. You can scroll this list, if
necessary.
Town/World Button - This button will toggle between the
town and world maps.

World Map Movement
To move around the world, move your cursor over your
intended destination and click. Your character will begin
moving there immediately. Movement is not instantaneous
and may take days or weeks of game time. As you explore,
darkened areas of the world map will be revealed.
You can also use the location list to select a
previously visited location to head for.
When you reach your destination, a green triangle will
appear. Click on the triangle to enter that location. You
can always click on a new destination, if you want to
keep exploring.
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The world of the wasteland is a difficult place to
travel in. You have two obstacles -- terrain and random
encounters. Either or both of these can slow down your
travelling and make your life difficult.

Terrain
Some terrain is more difficult to travel through than
others. There are four basic types of terrain:
Mountain - The most difficult to move through. Mountain
areas will force your character to move the slowest.
Desert - This terrain is hot and dry. Movement is normal,
however.
City - Walking through this terrain is usually the
fastest way to travel. Even with the ruins, cities are
the easiest to travel through.
Coastland - Similar to desert terrain. Movement is
normal.

Random Encounters
When you are travelling on the world map, it is still
possible to encounter other travellers or dangerous
animals. These are known as random encounters, since you
are never sure what you will be coming across, or when.
Some areas of the map may have more encounters than
others. Random encounters are usually hostile, but not
always.
Depending on your Outdoorsman skill, some Perks and
whether or not you have the Motion Sensor, you may be
able to detect a random encounter before it detects you.
In this case, you are given the option of bypassing the
encounter and continuing your journey, or going ahead
with the encounter.

Town Map
The town map is a detailed representation of an important
location, usually a town (thus the name.) Town maps give
you an idea of what the location is, where the major
buildings or points of interest within that location are,
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and a quick way of jumping into a town once you have
explored it.
To access a town map, click on the TOWN/WORLD button
on the world map. One of the locations (most likely the
most previously visited location) is displayed. To change
town maps, click on a known location button in the
location list. You can only view town maps for places
that you have visited.
The green triangles function just like the ones on the
world map do. Click on one of them to jump to that part
of town. To help you remember what triangle is associated
with what part of that location, move the cursor over a
triangle marker to reveal the marker name.

Automap
An automap is a shrunken view of a
game view map. It is shrunken so
you can see all of that map at
once. The PIPBoy 2000 records all
automaps, and can give you access
to any automap that you have
visited. To access the automap for
the map your character is
currently on, press the MAP button
on the interface bar.
The automap is a window that
appears. Only the current level of
the map you are on is displayed. All other levels (like
the basement of a building, or a second story) are
displayed through the PIPBoy.
Notice that the automap only displays large objects,
like walls and buildings. The function of an automap is
to help you find your way around town.
Your current location is marked with a solid red
cross. Exit grids are orange.
If you have the Motion Sensor as an active item, you
can press the SCANNER button to reveal other critters
within the automap. All other critters show up as red
dots. You can only scan maps that your character is
currently on.
The HI/LO toggle button will change between high and
low resolution. At high resolution, more detail is
displayed on the map. Low resolution easier to read on
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some cluttered maps.
Press the CANCEL button to return to the game.

NPC Interaction
Non-player characters (NPCs) are the people besides your
character that inhabit the Fallout 2 world. Much of your
time will be spent interacting with them on some level or
another (even if it is with the blade of your dagger, or
a couple rounds of .44), and you must be prepared to do
so.
There are two types of NPCs, those that are partymembers and those that are not. Party-member NPCs are
your friends (or at least they are pretending to be your
friends) or people tagging along with you for a while.
Those that are not, are everyone else in the world.

Dialogue
Talking makes the world go around. So does sex. And while
you may not be able to go to bed with every person in
the game, at least you can talk to them. Most of the
time, they will even talk back. Talking to people is an
important part of your job, as an explorer, since it is
one of the primary ways of getting information and
quests.
To talk to a person, use the command cursor and the
Talk action icon. The Talk icon is the default action, so
most of the time you only have to click on a person to
start talking to them. If you are in the middle of
combat, and trying to blow them away, don’t expect them
to start a little chat about the weather at that point.
Some NPCs will also start a conversation with you, when
you get close enough to them. All dialogue works the same
once a conversation is started.
There are two types of dialogue: chatting and
extended.
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Chatting Dialogue

NOTES

If an NPC has very little to
say to you, and they don’t really
If an NPC
want to hear what you have to
doesn’t have a head,
say anyways, they will just chat
that is not to say they
with you. A line of dialogue will
appear over their head in the
are not important. And
main game view. Most of the time,
if an NPC does have a
this is something as simple as
head, that doesn’t make
“Hello!”, but sometimes those
sneaky game designers will put a
them critical to the
“Hey, you’d better not move, or I
game.
will shoot you” type of line in
there. In other words, most of
the time,
don’t worry what that person has to
say to you. Sometimes, an important
clue or order could be given to you
via the chatting dialogue line.
NPCs will also chat during
combat. These are called combat
taunts. Few combat taunts are
pleasant. Fortunately, you can turn
them off via the Preferences screen
(see page 79.) Your character will
never use combat taunts. We fully
expect you to scream those out
loud, and frighten your neighbours.

J#
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NOTES

Extended Dialogue

When NPCs have something to say,
Characters and you can respond to their
comments or ask questions, you
with a high Intelligence will enter the extended dialogue
will have more options screen. From here, you will get a
view of the NPC, see what he or
to select from when
she has to say, and get a chance
talking to NPCs.
to respond to them. This screen
Something to think
will also allow you to Barter or
about when you select Trade with the NPC, and review
the current conversation.
or create a character.
Some NPCs are special, and you
will see a close-up of their
head. Others are not so special,
and you will just see a shot of this character just
standing around in the game view.
If an NPC does have a head, watch their facial
expressions. They will give you a clue as to how the NPC
really feels about your character.
The NPCs dialogue will appear below their portrait or
picture. If the text of what they have to say to you is
too big to fit on the screen at once, only a small
portion will be displayed at a time. The rest of the text
will be displayed one screen at a time, until you see
their entire speech. You can use the mouse cursor to
review their speech, or advance it if you are a quick
reader.
Below the NPC’s speech, you will have one or more
lines that your character can say. Exactly which lines
that appear are based on your character. Your
characteristics are the major factor, primarily
Intelligence, but sometimes what skills you excel at.
What else your character has done, or talked to people
about, will also modify what options you have.
If you only see [DONE], you are at the end of a
conversation.
NPCs will react differently to different lines. If
your character says something stupid or inappropriate,
some NPCs will get upset and others will just get on with
their lives. Since having a higher Intelligence means
that you get to see more options, you can choose between
simple grunts and well-spoken diatribes against the
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capitalistic war-mongers. An Intelligence of three or
less means that your character can only grunt and will be
unable to converse like a sentient being. NPCs will have
a hard time understanding characters with super low IN.
Select a line of dialogue for your character to say by
moving the mouse cursor over an option, and when the line
highlights, click the left-button. The NPC will usually
respond to that line of dialogue, and then you will be
presented with more options. Continue making comments, or
asking questions, until the NPC runs out of things to say
or you really anger them and it starts combat.
Some of the lines are questionable, and can make the
NPC respond one way or another. These lines usually have
some sort of characteristic roll associated with them.
Usually Speech, but occasionally another skill or even a
statistic. The most common usage of Speech is to lie to
an NPC. The quality of your lie, and their ability (or
inability) to see through your lie, depends greatly on
your Speech skill.
You can review an extended dialogue, to see what you
or the NPC have said, by pressing the REVIEW button on
this screen. A simple window will appear with the
conversation printed verbatim.
If the conversation is
longer than can be printed on
one screen, use the arrow keys
to scroll the screen. Press the
DONE button to return to the
conversation. You can only
review the current conversation
with this NPC, and as soon as
pro
you quit the dialogue, the
conversation will be lost. For
you programmers out there, it
gets sent to /dev/null.
The only way to completely exit a conversation,
however, is by getting to the end. Once you start talking
to an NPC, you must see it through. One of your options
will usually allow you to end the conversation at any time,
and once you or the NPC run out of things to say you
will see the [DONE] option, but until then you must
continue to talk it out.
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NOTES

Barter

Barter is the exchange of goods.
Without a real monetary system,
and a government to back it up,
most people have resorted to
trading goods in order to get by.
To access the bartering
interface, press the BARTER
button from the dialogue screen.
If the character wishes to barter
with you, and most will, then the
barter interface will slide up
and cover the lower section of
the screen.
If you decide to cancel bartering, without making the
deal, press the TALK button. You will be returned to the
normal dialogue screen.
To barter with an NPC, you
must trade an equal amount of
goods. Your Barter skill will
modify the worth of the items in
your inventory, since you will
be better at making them seem
more valuable. A high Barter
skill will give your loot more
value. A low Barter skill means
that you have to give more of
your items to get the same amount of goods from an NPC.
Your inventory list is on the left-hand side of the
screen. The equipment and items that the NPC is willing
to barter away is on the right-hand side of the screen.
The table between the two lists is where the bartering
will actually take place. At the bottom of each side of
the table is the total value for all items that are up
for trade. As you add more items to your side, for
example, the dollar value will rise. The dollar value on
the NPC side of the table shows the total value of all
items that you want to trade for.

Barter is
used with non-partymember NPCs only. NPCs
that believe in you
enough to join your
cause, and your party,
use a slightly different
method of trading goods.
See page 70 for more
details.

How to Barter
Take inventory items that you are willing to give up, or
no longer need, and place them on your side of the table
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(the left.) Take the items
that you want from the NPCs
inventory list and place them
on his side of the table (the
Not all trade is
right.) You cannot place
done by pure barter. Some
items directly into the other
of the towns are printing
sides table or inventory
money again. Money makes a
list. That would be a major
great way to store lots of
no-no. You must use the
value, since it is very lighttable.
If you move multiple items
weight and takes up no real
(like a bunch of ammo or
room in your inventory.
Stimpaks), then you get the
When you have the chance,
move multiple item window.
convert your heavy loot into
Remember that you can type in
portable cash.
the number of items to move,
in addition to using the +
and - buttons. Typing a large
number of items works well when you are dealing with
cash.
Once you have balanced the two sides of the table with
an equal amount of goods (or if the trade is in the
favour of the NPC), then you can press the OFFER button
to make the offer. If the NPC accepts, the goods will be
exchanged automatically. Your new items will be added to
the top of your inventory list.
If the NPC does not accept the deal, you need to place
more items on your side of the table or remove items from
his side. Remember to watch the dollar values of the
items at the bottom of the trading table. Press the OFFER
button again when you have adjusted the trade.

NOTES

Price Influences
There are many things that will determine the total value
of your goods compared to what the NPC will barter them
for.
Obviously, your Barter skill is the single most
important factor. Remember, the better your Barter skill,
the more you can get for your items.
The Barter skill of the NPC comes into play. Some NPCs
also just charge more for their goods (shopkeepers for
example.)
Your reputation will modify the value of the trade.
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NOTES

You should
remember to keep
your NPCs well
stocked up on
Stimpaks, ammo and
other perishables.

Having a good reputation will give
you a better price break.
The NPCs personal reaction to
your character will also modify the
value of the goods being traded. If
the NPC likes your character, she is
more likely to give your character a
break and a better deal.
If you offer a really poor trade,
it may actually insult the NPC and
lower their opinion of your
character.

Party Members
It is possible to have other people join your character.
You may have to talk them into it, solve a quest, pay
them money or otherwise convince them that your character
needs their services. Non-player characters that want to
join your character’s party are few in number.
The benefits of additional party members are many.
They will assist you in combat, to some degree or
another, and they will lend their experience and skills
to yours. They can help you carry more equipment. They
can offer their wisdom by giving you information and
advice.
And they are another target, meaning that combat will
be a tiny little bit safer for your character.
You have limited control over party members, however.
You cannot control them directly in combat. You can give
them orders before combat starts, but once the battle is
on, they are their own person.
Using the Talk action icon on a party member will give
you access to the two parts you
do have control over: their
inventory and their basic
combat strategies.

Party Member
Inventory
Talk with a party member and
you will see the extended
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dialogue screen. Notice that the BARTER button has been
replaced with the TRADE button. Press the Trade button
and the trading interface will slide up over the lower
portion of the screen.
Trading is similar to Barter (see page 68), but it has
several important differences. First, the values at the
bottom of the trading table show the total inventory
weight of the characters involved.
Second, and most importantly, trades do not have to be
equal when you are trading with party members. Since your
character is the leader of the party, you have complete
control over who gets what.
Drag items from your inventory to the table to give
them to the NPC. Move items from the NPCs inventory list
to the table if you want them. Press the TRADE button
when you are done moving items. Press the TALK button to
cancel the current trade.

Party Member Combat
Control
Also on the extended dialogue
screen of a party member is the
COMBAT CONTROL button. Pressing
it will slide the combat
control interface over the
lower portion of the screen.
This panel shows some basic
information about this NPC. You can also select many of
the buttons to adjust the way the NPC acts. You can
adjust the actions of the NPC at anytime except the
middle of combat.
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This information is not adjustable:
HP - Shows the current and maximum Hit Points of the NPC.
Skill - This is the best non-combat skill that the NPC
knows.
Carrying - The current and maximum weight that this NPC
can carry.
Melee Dam - The current Melee Damage bonus for this NPC.
APs - How many Action Points this NPC has.
You can press the following buttons:
Use Best Weapon - This will force the NPC to stop using
their current weapon and use the best weapon in their
inventory. The choice of the best weapon depends on the
Weapon Preference of the NPC, something that is part of
their Disposition (see below.) Unlike the player
character, NPCs cannot use all weapon types. Individual
NPCs will be trained in the use of different weapons. The
newly selected weapon will be displayed.
Use Best Armour - This will force the NPC to stop wearing
their current armour and use the best armour in their
inventory (which could be the armour they are currently
wearing.) Unlike the player character, their image will
not change when they wear new armour. Trust us, they are
wearing the new duds, but you just can’t see it. The
display will show what armour the NPC is wearing and they
will get the benefit of the armour’s Armour Class, Damage
Threshold and Damage Resistance.
Disposition - This controls the way the party member acts
in combat. Some NPCs do not allow particular dispositions
to be set. If a really butch combat guy joins your party,
he may just say no if you try and set him to the Coward
disposition. Press one of the following to attempt to set
the NPC to that disposition:
Berserk
Aggressive
Defensive
Coward
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Custom
Each of the first four dispositions are preset. The
fifth disposition, Custom, allows you, the player, to
individually set the components that
make up a disposition. And if you are asking just exactly
what those components are, here you go:
Burst - This controls how often the party member uses the
selector switch on any burst-capable weapon they are
using. Basically, this controls whether or not the NPC
will shoot more than one round at a time, if they have a
weapon that is capable of burst fire. Possible choices,
in descending order of likelihood:
Always
Sometimes, don’t worry about hitting me.
Be careful not to hit me.
Be sure you won’t hit me.
Be absolutely sure you won’t hit me.
Run Away - This determines when the party member will
decide to flee from combat. It is based on the percentage
of HP remaining. The less hit points remaining, the more
likely it is for the NPC to stop attacking and start
looking for a back door to run out or a bush to hide
under. Possible choices, in descending order of
likelihood:
Abject Coward
Your finger hurts.
You’re bleeding a bit.
Not feeling good.
You need a tourniquet.
Never!
Weapon Preference - This determines what kind of weapon
the party member prefers to use. If you select Melee
(only), Ranged (only) or Unarmed, then the party member
will not attack if they cannot use their listed
preference. Possible choices:
Melee
Melee then Ranged
Ranged then Melee
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Ranged
Unarmed
Distance - This controls how the party member moves
around in combat. Some of these will not be available or
work properly, depending on the weapon preference.
Possible choices:
Stay close to me.
Charge!
Snipe the enemy.
On your own.
Stay where you are.
Attack Who - This preference controls who the NPC will
decide to attack, if they have a choice. Possible
choices:
Whomever is attacking me.
The Strongest.
The Weakest.
Whomever you want.
Whomever is closest.
Chem Use - This final setting controls how often the NPC
will use chems. Two of these settings allow the use of
any chem, while the two Stimpak settings only allow the
use of Stimpaks. NPCs can only use chems that they have
in their inventory, so you will have ultimate control
over what they can and can’t use. Possible choices:
I’m clean.
Stimpaks when
Stimpaks when
Any chem some
Any chem, any
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Options
Options allow you to save your game, load a
IffAD fiflnE
previously saved game, change the
preferences, or exit the game and return
to the main menu. The various options are
accessed by pressing the options button
EXIT GAME
(the Big “O”) on the interface bar.
When you press the options button on
the interface bar, this small window with
five different options will appear. Press one of these
buttons to access that option. Save Game, Load Game, and
Preferences are all complex enough that they need their
own sections (see below.) The other two buttons are
pretty straight-forward and are briefly explained here:
Exit - This returns you the main menu. Since it does not
automatically save your game, another window will appear
asking you to confirm this action.
Done - Closes the options window and returns to the game.

Save Game
When you want to stop playing,
or if you want to save your
progress so if something Really
Bad happens you don’t have to
start over from the very
beginning, then you want to use
this option. Saving your game
often is a good idea, especially
if you are in a dangerous area
or if you get a bad feeling about what is just around
the corner.
There are ten save game slots. A save game slot will
hold one save game file, so you can save up to ten
different locations or positions at a time.
Once you save ten save games, you will have to select
one of the older games to overwrite when you decide to
save a new game.
When you first start playing Fallout 2, all ten slots
will be empty. Each slot will say EMPTY, just to prove
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our point.
To see what a save game
slot contains, left-click
once on a slot. A picture of
CANCEL
where you saved the game will
appear, along with a small
text description showing the name, game date, and time of
the saved location.
To save a game, double-left-click on a slot, or select
the slot and press the DONE button. Type a description
that makes sense to you. Press ENTER on your keyboard, or
press the DONE button. If you chance you mind, and do not
want to use this slot, press CANCEL.
The game will be saved, and you will get a message
informing you if the everything went well. The most
common problem when saving is if you run out of free hard
disk space. The longer you play, the larger the save game
file will get.

Load Game
When it comes time to return to
a previously saved game, then
you will want to use this
screen. This is also the same
screen available from the main
menu.
The load game screen is very
similar to the save game
screen.
The list of the ten save game slots is displayed on
the left-hand side of the screen. A small picture of the
currently selected save game is displayed on the upper
right-hand side. A description of that same save game is
just below the picture.
To load a game, double-left-click on the appropriate
slot or left-click once on the slot to select it and then
press the DONE button.
If you do not want to load a game, press the CANCEL
button.
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NOTES

There is a philosophy about saving
games. Some people say that you should only have one
savegame file, and you should rarely save to it. These
people believe that this increases the danger of playing
the game, and is thus more dramatic. Others claim that you
should be able to save before every combat, be able to
replay every action and have unlimited saves. Since the
Fallout 2 development team is pretty nice, we tend to lean
towards the latter. You are allowed to save up to 10 save
games, using slots, at pretty much anytime. Should you
save every few steps? Well, it’s up to you. We do highly
suggest that you use multiple slots when you save. Start
with slot 1, and then use slot 2, then slot 3 and so on. Only
use slot 1 again when you have gone through all ten slots.
This way, if something really bad happens to your
character or savegame, you have a fairly recent backup of
the game and you won’t lose much progress. But the
frequency of your game saving, and how you use it to play
the game, is entirely in your hands.

Preferences
These preferences control
aspects of the game. All the
preferences here can be
adjusted by you, the player. In
this way, you are given a
chance to modify the game to
your liking.
All of the preferences below
have two or more settings. One of the settings will be
the default setting, which is set back at the Fallout
factory by well-trained professionals. Don’t worry,
however, they won’t get upset if you decide to deviate
from the norm and change the default setting.
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The options are listed in the brackets following the
name of the preference. The underlined option is the
factory-set default option.
Game Difficulty [Easy, Normal, Hard]
This preference controls the overall difficulty of
reaction and other non-combat related rolls. Negative
reaction modifiers are halved, and all non-combat rolls
are made with a +20% bonus if set to Easy. If set to
Hard, all negative reaction rolls are increased by 25%,
and all non-combat skills are reduced by 10%.
You can adjust this preference at anytime during the
game. There is no penalty or reward for using any of the
settings.
Combat Difficulty [Wimpy, Normal, Rough]
Controls the difficulty of combat. On Wimpy level, all
opponents have a negative modifier to hit you, do less
damage and take fewer targeted shots. On the Rough
setting, they will hit you more often, do more damage and
tend to take more targeted shots.There is no penalty or
reward for using any of the settings, and you can change
this preference whenever you wish.
Combat Speed [Slider: [Normal -> Fastest, Player
Checkbox]
This slider controls how fast the non-player
characters move and attack during combat (actually, just
how fast they animate -- they still get their normal
amount of attacks, but it just looks like they are moving
quickly.)
If the Player checkbox is clicked on, then the player
will also be animated quickly.
If combat is moving a little too slow for you, move
the slider to the right until combat is humming along at
the speed you like.
Combat Taunts [On, Off]
This preference turns the combat taunt messages on and
off. If you get tired of the little quotes that nonplayer characters say during combat, then turn this
preference off.
The player character never says a combat taunt.
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Combat Messages [Verbose, Brief]
When set to Verbose, combat messages will be more
detailed with “flavour” text. If set to Brief, the
messages will contain the same information but they will
be shorter, since they only contain the critical stuff.
Target Highlight [On, Off, Targeting Only]
When set to On, this preference will always highlight
characters during combat. When set to Off, you will never
get a highlight. When set to Targeting Only, the
highlights will only appear when you are actually using a
targeting cursor in combat.
The colour of the highlight will give you detailed
information about the character. See page 116 in the
Combat section for more details.
Violence Level [None, Minimal, Normal, Maximum Blood]
This preference controls what happens when a character
is killed in the game. On Maximum Blood, you will see the
most violent, gruesome deaths possible. Normal shows most
of the deaths, but doesn’t show a couple of the really
bloody ones. Minimal shows characters falling over in a
pool of blood. None just shows the characters falling
over.
Since there is no practical difference in the game
(except that it is a little more difficult to tell dead
characters from unconscious characters with the None
setting), you can set it to whatever setting you like.
Notice that Maximum Blood is the default setting, and
Normal is not. That should be a scary indicator of what
the development team considers normal...
Text Delay [Slider: Slow -> Normal -> Faster]
This preference controls how long floating text and
dialogue screen messages are displayed. Slow speed text
messages are displayed for twice as long
as normal. Faster speed messages are only displayed for
half the normal amount of time.
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NOTES

A note to our younger players:
If you are under the age of 17, you should look at
the little black rating on the box to this game. It says
Mature. We mean it. There are some really adult
situations that occur in this game. There are couple
of preferences that you can set to make it more likely
that your parents will not kick you out of the house if
they discover you playing this game. Click the Language
Filter to On, and click the Violence Level to Normal or
Minimal.
A note to parents: If you discover your child playing
this game with all the settings set to their normal
Mature levels, we don’t actually suggest that you kick
your kid out of the house. That would be really rude.
Language Filter [On, Off]
There is some naughty language in Fallout 2. When the
Language Filter is used, this text will appear as “&^!@!”
instead of the more normal “!@&^@%!”. Hmm. This manual is
using a language filter. The setting of this preference
is left to the user.
Running [Normal, Always]
If set to Always, your character will run instead of
walk when you left-click with the movement cursor, and
you must shift-click to make the character walk. Normal
is the default setting, where left-click is walk and
shift-click is run.
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Master Audio Volume
[Slider: Off -> Quiet -> Normal -> Loud]
This preference controls the overall volume of the
audio. If set to Off, it overrides all other audio
preferences. The Music, Sound Effects and Speech volume
controls will all adjust their volume based on the master
audio volume control.
Music/Movie Volume
[Slider: Off ->>Quiet -> Normal -> Loud]
This slider controls the volume of the music and the
audio during the cinematic movie sequences.
Sound Effects Volume
[Slider: Off -> Quiet -> Normal ->>Loud]
This slider controls the volume of the sound effects.
Speech Volume
[Slider: Off -> Quiet -> Normal -> Loud]
Controls the volume of the digitised speech some
characters use.
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Brightness Level
[Slider: Normal -> Brighter]
This preference controls the how bright the graphics
are on your screen. For some computers, video cards and
monitors, you may need to turn the brightness level up a
notch or two to see the darker screens better.
Mouse Sensitivity [Slider: Normal -> Faster]
This slider controls how fast the mouse cursor moves.
The higher the setting, the faster the mouse.
Item Highlight [Off, On]
If set to On, when you move the command cursor over an
item on the ground, that item will be highlighted. If set
to Off, you will have more difficulty finding items on
the ground.
Subtitles [Off, On]
This preference controls any subtitles during
cinematic movie sequences. If set to On, you will see
text displayed at the bottom of the movie.
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Type of Characters
This chapter will describe in detail the different
characteristics that form Fallout characters. There are
different types of characters in the Fallout world:
Player Character - This is your alternate ego that exists
within the Fallout world. This is the single most
important character in the game. If the player character
(PC) is killed the game is over. PCs are also the most
detailed of all the characters in the game, having access
to all statistics, traits, skills, perks and karmic
slices of life. Grouped together, all those things are
called characteristics.
Non-Player Characters - These are the computer controlled
people in the game. Every character except the PC will be
a non-player character (NPC), by definition. NPCs are not
as detailed as the PC, and only have a limited subset of
characteristics.
Party Members - It is possible for the player to find
NPCs that will join the PC. These are called party
members, since they are a member of your party, or group
of characters. They will follow your character around,
and you have a small amount of control over their
actions, as compared to regular NPCs.
Critters - This term is sometimes used to describe an
NPC, usually a non-intelligent animal or monster, but it
can include any NPC.

Statistics
There are two types of statistics: Primary and Secondary.
Primary statistics are set during character creation and
will rarely change during the course of the game.
Secondary statistics are derived from the primary
statistics.

Primary Statistics
Strength - This statistic is used in the secondary
statistics Carry Weight, Melee Damage, and Hit Points.
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NOTES

A note about dice rolls.
Dice? In a computer role-playing game? Well, Fallout 2 is
a true, back to basics role-playing game. These games were
originally played, and still are, at a table with paper, pencil,
and dice. Fallout 2 stays true to those origins. Some
parts of the manual will refer to rolls. In this case, Fallout
2 is rolling against one of your characteristics with
“virtual” dice.
There are two types of rolls: checks and results.
Checks are rolls against your characteristics, usually to
see if you can accomplish a particular task (like shooting
someone in the back.) If the computer rolls below your
characteristic, a statistic or skill, then you succeed. If
the computer rolls above the characteristic, you fail. The
computer will roll dice that are appropriate to the
characteristic and there can be modifiers. There is always
a chance of failure, regardless of how high the
characteristic. There is not always a chance for success,
especially if you have a particularly low characteristic.
Results are random numbers that are generated when you
succeed or fail at a task. A result may be the amount of
damage done by a firearm, or how much damage you take
from a trap, or how many hit points you heal by using a
Stimpak.
Fallout 2 will handle all of this for you. We are telling you
this so you get a better idea of what is happening “under
the hood.” In addition, a strong understanding of
probabilities will help
you succeed when you play the game.
All weapons have a minimum Strength requirement, as well.
If your character’s Strength is not high enough to use
the weapon properly, the chance to hit is modified by 20% for each point of low Strength. A high enough skill
can offset the low Strength modifier. You will be warned
by a message in combat if your character’s ST is too low.
Examine the weapon for more details about its ST
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requirement.
Perception - This is used in the Sequence secondary
statistic, and several skills (Lockpick, Traps, First Aid
and Doctor.) The primary use of this statistic is
determing the maximum distance your character can shoot a
ranged weapon effectively. The better the PE score, the
farther your character can shoot. Perception is also used
by the computer to determine if your character notices
the small details, traps and how far away you start from
a random encounter.
Endurance - The Hit Point, Poison Resistance, Radiation
Resistance, and Healing Rate secondary statistics are
based on Endurance, which also modifies the starting
level of your character’s Outdoorsman skill. Endurance is
used by the computer in combat to see if you can resist
the effects of some critical hits (like blows to the
head) and not get knocked down, or knocked out.
Charisma - No secondary statistics are based on Charisma.
It does heavily influence the Barter and Speech skills.
Charisma is used to determine the maximum number of NPCs
that will join your party. You can only have Charisma
divided by two, round down, number of party members. It
is also important in determining the initial reaction of
NPCs to your character. Characters with high Charisma
scores will be better liked. The game will compare your
character’s Charisma to the NPC’s Charisma. NPCs with
high Charisma scores will be more resistant to the charms
of your character.
Agility - This statistic is the basis for the Armour
Class and Action Point secondary statistics. It modifies
the most skills as well, especially combat skills.
Agility is used by the computer whenever your character
must perform some physical act of dexterity (to avoid a
trap, for example.)
Intelligence - No secondary statistics use Intelligence.
Many of the non-combat skills use it for the base values,
however. Intelligence is a very important statistic when
talking to characters. It will determine what you can and
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can’t say to NPCs. Characters with high Intelligence
scores will be able to speak intelligently and ask more
profound questions. Intelligence also determines the
number of skill points your character gains each level.
Luck - The Critical Chance secondary statistic is based
on Luck, so is the Gambling skill. Luck is used in combat
to determine how often you get critical hits, and how
good those critical hits are. Luck is also used by the
computer to see if good or bad things happen to you.
Characters with high Luck scores are more likely to come
across special random encounters.

Derived Statistics
Hit Points - This stat determines if your character lives
or dies after being shot in the chest, or takes other
types of damage. Your current and maximum hit points are
shown on the character screen, and the interface bar
shows you your current HP, since it is such an important
stat to see. When your character takes damage, you will
see a message in the display window. For example, “You
are hit for 16 points of damage. Ouch.” If you had 30 HP
when that message came up, you now have 14 HP. See that
message again and you are dead unless you healed some HP
damage. Skills, such as First Aid and Doctor, or healing
items, like Stimpaks, can reduce the amount of HP damage
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your character has sustained. You can never “heal” more
damage than your maximum HP total.
Armour Class - This statistic reduces the chance of an
opponent to hit your character during combat. If you have
an AC of 30%, which is pretty high, all characters that
attempt to attack you have a -30% to their chance to hit,
in addition to the other modifiers (such as darkness,
range, and cover.) If you never get hit, there is no
chance of your character taking damage.
Action Points - This is number of actions your character
can take during a single turn of combat. Individual
actions have different AP costs. You can only perform an
action if you have enough AP to cover the cost. Walking,
for example, costs one AP per hex moved. If you have no
AP remaining, you cannot move. The AP cost of using an
item is listed on the active item button on the interface
bar. Other actions are listed in the combat section, on
page 118.
Carry Weight - This is the total amount of weight your
character can carry in her inventory. Almost all items
have a weight, in pounds, which you can discover by doing
an Examine on the item. The total number of items,
multiplied by their weight per item, equals your
character’s total inventory weight. This must be below
your character’s Carry Weight, or when you put an item
down your character may not be able to pick it back up.
Melee Damage - This is the amount of damage added to the
upper end of hand-to-hand and melee attacks. It is
possible to have a Melee Damage of 5 and still do only
one point of damage when you attack, based on armour and
the fact that this stat adds to the maximum amount of
random damage done, not the minimum. If a weapon does 1-4
points of damage (which you can see on the inventory
screen), and your character has a Melee Damage of 2, that
weapon would do 1-6 points of damage before being
modified by the armour of your target.
Damage Resistance - This is the general amount of damage
that your character is strong enough to just shrug off.
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Every attack will be reduced by this percentage. In
conjunction with armour, which will have it’s own Damage
Resistance and another stat called Damage Threshold (see
page 135), every attack will do less damage to your
character’s Hit Point total. Example: Your character is
hit for 10
points, a Damage Resistance of 10% would reduce that to 9
points.
Poison Resistance - The amount of poison your character
takes is reduced by this percentage. If your character
takes 20 points of poison, and has a PR of 20%, then the
final amount of poison taken would be 16 points. Over
time, this 16 points will be reduced to 0 and your
character will no longer be affected by poison. The more
points of poison that affects your character, the less
amount of time before you take damage from the poison.
Radiation Resistance - This stat reduces the amount of
radiation your character is exposed to by this
percentage. This stat can be temporarily increased by
taking Rad-X, a chem. Some types of armour will also
affect the amount of radiation damage your character is
exposed to. This statistic will not help against
previously exposed radiation.
Sequence - The greater the value of this statistic, the
more likely your character is to go first in a turn of
combat. Generally, the character that starts combat gets
an action and then all critters that are involved in that
combat are sequenced (get it) into a list. The critter
with the highest Sequence value goes first on the list,
and it works its way down from there. A high Sequence
does not mean that a character gets to go multiple times
before slower Sequenced characters. The larger the
battle, the more opponents, the more valuable this
statistic becomes. As new critters are added to a battle,
they will be sequenced in according to their Sequence
statistic.
Healing Rate - This stat determines the number of Hit
Points healed when your character rests or travels. When
your character rests, and can catch his wind, the current
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HP total will be increased by the Healing Rate every
couple of hours. It is only effective when the character
rests or travels. When travelling, healing is slower than
while resting, too, but that usually doesn’t matter since
more time is spent travelling than resting overnight.
Critical Chance - This is the base chance to cause a
critical hit in combat. Characters with high combat
skills, or high quality weapons, will also score more
critical hits. The difference between a successful combat
roll and the proper weapon skill is modified by a formula
and added to the Critical Chance stat. Then another roll
is made, and if it is under the modified Critical Chance,
a critical hit is scored. And that is a completely
different table that depends on the type of critter you
are attacking, and where you hit them.

Skills
Skills are learned abilities of your character. The skill
level shows how good your character is at that skill.
Each skill will have its own skill level, which is
expressed as a percentage. That percentage shows your
chance of success, before modifiers. No skill is 100%
certain, however, and all skills max out at 95% (after
modifiers.)
The maximum skill level is 200%. Skill levels can be
increased everytime your character gains a level, but it
starts getting harder and harder to improve well-known
skills. Skills can also be improved by reading specific
books or completing quests within the game.
Small Guns - Firearms covered by the use of this skill:
pistols (both revolvers and autoloaders), sub-machineguns
(SMGs), rifles, and shotguns. The skill level is your
base percentage to hit. Modifiers include: weapon weight,
range, darkness, and cover. This skill is used
automatically in combat when you attack with the
appropriate weapon.
Big Guns - Similar to Small Guns, but this skill affects
much bigger weapons: rocket launcher, mini-gun, flamer,
and other large weapons. This skill is used automatically
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in combat when you attack with the appropriate weapon.
Energy Weapons - Also like Small Guns, but it affects any
ranged weapon that uses energy cells instead of
conventional chemical propellants. This skill is used
automatically in combat when you attack with the
appropriate weapon.
Unarmed - The skill of punching and kicking. Very few
weapons will also use this skill (the armed version of
Unarmed), like Brass Knuckles. You must not have an
active item in one of your slots to use this skill to
its full ability, however. ITEM1 is for punch attacks.
ITEM2 covers using your feet (don’t ask, it involves some
weird yoga practice.) Your character starts by just being
able to punch or kick, but there are more unarmed
techniques than that. As your character’s characteristics
improve, the type of unarmed attack will change. These
improvements are automatic, as long as the requirements
are met. There are two different modes for each type of
attack. Right-click on the Punch or Kick button to change
the mode from primary to secondary. The Unarmed skill is
automatically used when you attack.
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Primary Punch Attacks
Strong Punch
Effects: +3 damage
AP Cost: 3
Requires: Unarmed 55%, Agility 6
Hammer Punch
Effects: +5 damage, +5% critical chance
AP Cost: 3
Requires: Unarmed 75%, Agility 6, Strength 5, Level 6
Haymaker
Effects: +7 damage, +15% critical
AP Cost: 3
Requires: Unarmed 100%, Agility 7, Strength 5, Level 9

Secondary Punch Attacks
Jab
Effects: +5 damage, +5% critical
AP Cost: 6
Requires: Unarmed 75%, Agility 7, Strength 5, Level 5
Palm Strike
Effects: +7 damage, +20% critical, armour piercing
AP Cost: 6
Requires: Unarmed 115%, Agility 7, Strength 5, Level 12
Piercing Strike
Effects: +10 damage, +40% critical, armour piercing
AP Cost: 8
Requires: Unarmed 130%, Agility 7, Strength 5, Level 16

Primary Kick Attacks
Strong Kick
Effects: +5 damage
AP Cost: 4
Requires: Unarmed 40%, Agility 6
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Snap Kick
Effects: +7 damage
AP Cost: 4
Requires: Unarmed 60%, Agility 6, Level 6
Power Kick
Effects: +9 damage, +5% critical
AP Cost: 4
Requires: Unarmed 80%, Agility 6, Strength 6, Level 9

Secondary Kick Attacks
Hip Kick
Effects: +7 damage
AP Cost: 7
Requires: Unarmed 60%, Agility 7, Strength 6, Level 6
Hook Kick
Effects: +9 damage, +10% critical, armour piercing
AP Cost: 7
Requires: Unarmed 100%, Agility 7, Strength 6, Level 12
Piercing Kick
Effects: +12 damage, +50% critical, armour piercing
AP Cost: 9
Requires: Unarmed 125%, Agility 8, Strength 6, Level 15
Melee Weapons - This covers the use of most melee
weapons. Knives, spears, hammers are all melee weapons.
The skill level is the base chance to hit your opponent,
modified by your opponent’s armour class. Melee weapons
have a greater chance of doing a critical hit. This skill
is used automatically when you attack with a melee
weapon.
Throwing - Whenever a weapon is thrown, this skill gets
used. Knives are melee weapons, but if you throw a dagger
at your opponent, this skill will be used. Grenades are a
good reason to improve this skill. If you miss, the
thrown object still has to end up somewhere. It’s
possible to throw a weapon and have it land right at your
feet. If it’s a knife, no big deal. If it is grenade,
that’s a really big deal. The maximum distance a weapon
can be thrown is based on your character’s Strength. This
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skill is used automatically when you attempt to throw a
weapon.
First Aid - The skill can heal minor wounds only. When
used successfully, it will heal a small amount
of Hit Point damage. It can only be used a few times a
day. This skill takes a few minutes to use, so it will
advance the game clock by a few minutes.
If you use a First Aid kit, you will increase your
chance of successfully using this skill. Using a First
Aid kit on a person will automatically use your First Aid
skill (with a positive modifier) on that person. The
supplies in a First Aid kit will eventually run out and
the item will be automatically discarded.
Doctor - This skill heals major wounds. Not only does it
heal more HP damage than First Aid, it can also restore a
crippled limb to full health (see page 53 for information
about crippled limbs.) Like the First Aid skill, it can
only be used successfully a few times a day. If all the
uses of one of the healing skills are used up, it is
still possible to use the other healing skill until it
runs out of uses as well. Using this skill will advance
the game clock by several hours.
Using a Doctor’s Bag will increase your chance of
successfully using this skill.
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NOTES

Sneak - Sneaking makes it
harder for your character to
be detected. Using this skill
is a toggle. You are either
Sneaking, or you are not.
When you are Sneaking, you
don’t actually know if the
skill is working properly.
When you first start
Sneaking, and every minute
after, the computer rolls
against your Sneak skill. If
successful, all critters will
have their Perception halved
when trying to notice you.
Normally, if your character runs, it will automatically
turn Sneak off. You can tell if your character is trying
to use this skill if the Sneak icon is displayed above
the interface bar.

You can
actually use the Steal skill
to plant items on a target.
Just drag from your
character’s inventory to
theirs. They get a chance
to notice what you are
doing, of course. It works
just like a normal Steal, but
in reverse.

Lockpick - When you use this skill on a locked door or
container, the computer will roll against your Lockpick
skilled modified by the difficulty of the lock. If
successful, the lock will be picked. If you fail, you
just lose the time spent trying to pick the lock. If you
critically fail, the lock is jammed and cannot be picked
until a long period of time has passed. Every attempt
takes a few game minutes.
A lockpick can be used to increase the chance of
success. There are two different types of locks:
mechanical and electronic. Use the proper lockpick for
the type of lock. Lockpicks cannot be “used” up, but they
can be broken or destroyed on a critical failure.
Steal - The skill level of Steal determines the base
chance of “removing” an item from another person or
object without being noticed. Modifiers include: the
facing of the target compared to your character (standing
right in front of the target is a bad idea), the size of
the object you are trying to steal (smaller objects are
easier to steal than larger objects), and the number of
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objects you are trying to steal at one time (stealing a
small number of objects is easier than stealing
everything a person owns.) When you use this skill on a
person, you will see a loot screen. Drag as many items as
you want from the target’s inventory to your inventory.
Each item you move will create an opportunity for the
target to notice what you are doing. Their chance to
notice your Steal action depends on your skill, the
result of the Steal roll after all the modifiers, and
their Perception. The higher their Perception, the more
likely they are to notice your character if she screws
up.
Traps - This skill is used to spot, disarm, and plant
traps and explosives. If you attempt to use a trapped
item, you will have a chance to notice the trap based on
your Traps skill or Perception (depends on the trap.) If
you do not notice the trap, it will go off in your face.
You can use the Traps skill to attempt to disarm the
trap. If you succeed, the trap is disarmed. If you fail,
you can always try again. If you critically fail, the
trap goes off in your face. If you find a trap trigger
on the floor, you will see the trigger appear. Use the
Traps skill on the trigger to attempt to disarm it. If
you find a trap on a container, or door, then you see a
message in the display window. If you were attempting to
open the trapped container or door, Fallout will stop
you. Try again and you can set off the trap. The Traps
skill is also used when you set and place explosives. To
use dynamite, for example, do the following:
Open inventory.
Select the explosive and Use
it.
A timer will appear. Set the
time you would like the
explosive to go off. A Traps
roll will be made. If you
succeed, the trap will go off
on time. If you fail, the trap
will go off before you intended it to. If you critically
fail, the trap goes off immediately.
This is the timer. Use the + and - buttons to adjust
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the time. Press DONE when the time is set to your
satisfaction. Press CANCEL to not set the timer on the
explosive. Once you start a timer, you cannot stop the
explosive from detonating.
You can use an explosive to trap a door or container
item. Simply use an explosive that is not currently on a
timer on the door or container. The game will roll your
Traps skill and, if things go well, the next person to
open that door will get a major case of concussion and
blast damage.
Science - This skill is really used in two different
ways. The active use of this skill is mostly used on
computers and hi-tech pieces of equipment. This skill is
also used passively to determine whether or not your
character can understand or notice something scientific.
This skill covers all the different types of scientific
fields. Using this skill generally takes no game time.
This skill often needs to be used before the Repair
skill. It will give you a general idea of what is wrong.
Repair - Use this skill to fix something that is broken,
or break something that is fixed. Using the proper tool
for the job will help increase the chance of success. The
use of this skill will really depend on the situation you
come across in the game. Some items may be easier than
others to fix.
Speech - This skill is only used in extended dialogues
(see page 66.) Besides being used to present a convincing
argument, and getting the NPC to agree with you, it is
used to present a convincing lie and getting the NPC to
agree with you. The difference between an argument and a
lie is that if you blow the argument, the NPC generally
will not want to slit your throat. You never get to use
this skill actively while talking, as the lines that
Speech rolls are used on are not marked. A higher Speech
skill is useful for getting your way. You can use the
Speech skill actively to start a conversation, but just
clicking on the person is usually easier to do.
Barter - The skill of trading goods is used automatically
in the barter screen (see page 68.) Your Barter skill,
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along with many other factors, will be used to set the
value of any goods that you are attempting to trade. The
only game effect of this skill is to increase the value
of your goods (and to meet the requirement of a few
Perks.)
Gambling - Games of chance will always exist. Whenever
you come across a game of chance, this skill will be used
to determine whether your character wins or loses. This
skill is used automatically when you decide to have your
character gamble in the game.
Outdoorsman - This is used mostly on the World Map. It
will determine if you can avoid a random encounter. It is
also used to determine how far away from a critter you
start a random encounter, along with your character’s
Perception statistic. The Outdoorsman skill may also be
used in specific encounters. Outdoorsman is never used
actively.

Karma
These characteristics are earned automatically based on
your actions. All actions have consequences, and your
actions will earn you some type of Karma.

Karma
Karma is the private result of your characters actions.
Kill a good person, and your Karma heads towards the
negative. Kill a bad person or monster, and your Karma
climbs up.
Karma is expressed as a number.
Beginning characters start with a Karma of 0. The only
other way a character can have a Karma of 0 is if they
balance their actions, doing both good and bad in equal
amounts. This is actually hard to do.
If the actions of your character lean towards the
good, the Karma value will rise. Get a positive Karma
high enough, and your character will earn a Karmic title.
The higher your Karma, the better the title.
On the other hand, if your character performs bad
deeds, then your Karma will drop. It can actually go
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negative, which means you’ve been a bad boy (or girl.)
The lower it drops, the badder your character is. If the
Karma gets really low, your character can earn a Karmic
title. The worse the Karma, the better the title (if you
like going in that direction.)
Karmic titles can have an affect on your character,
but only after a certain point. It takes a lot for your
character’s inner personality to shine through (or in the
case of bad Karma, ooze through.)
The difference between Karma and Reputation is that no
one has to watch you perform your actions to affect your
Karma. Your character knows, and that’s good enough for
his soul.

Reputation (Town)
If you perform deeds in front of people, you will
eventually earn a Reputation. Most Reputations are based
on a town, since that’s where people live and tend to
watch each other do things.
Like Karma, Reputations are expressed as numbers. The
higher the rep, the better it is. The lower the rep, the
more notorious your character is.
Many towns will trade with other towns, or eventually
communicate with them, so your character’s reputation in
one town will affect her reputation in other parts of the
wasteland. It may take time, however, and the influence
depends on the link between the two towns.
Reputation will modify what people think of your
character. “Good” non-player characters like good reps.
“Bad” NPCs like bad reps. “Good” NPCs do not like bad
reps. “Bad” NPCs do not like good reps.
Reputation can affect what NPCs think of your
character, bartering deals and the NPCs likelihood of
being hostile.

Reputation (Special)
You can earn special Reputations by performing certain
deeds. These can be good or bad reps. You will see them
appear in the Karma area of the character screen. These
will have some game affect, usually of a serious manner.

Perks
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Perks are special abilities that your character can
occasionally select when your
character gains an experience
level. These rewards are
similar to traits, except
everything is good. No bad
stuff here.
You can select one Perk
every three levels (starting at level 3 -- so level 3, 6,
9, 12, 15, 18 and so on) unless you have the Skilled
trait, who get a Perk every four levels (level 4, 8, 12,
16, 20 and so on.)
The list of Perks that you can choose from are based
on your character’s characteristics. Some Perks are only
available if your character is of high enough level, for
example. Your character must meet or exceed all of the
requirements. Some Perks have no requirements. The
requirements for a Perk are listed below.
You will have the opportunity to pick a Perk when you
enter the character screen after achieving a level that
grants you a Perk. You may choose not to pick a Perk,
but if you don’t select one before the next Perk-granting
level, you lose the Perk. You can only have one Perk at
most to pick.
The Perk selection window will show all the Perks that
are available to your character. You can select a Perk to
read about it on the information card. Use the arrow
buttons to scroll the list. Press the DONE button to take
the highlighted Perk. Press the CANCEL button to hold off
and pick the Perk the next time you enter the character
screen.
Some Perks can be selected multiple times. The maximum
number of times the Perk can be selected is the number of
ranks that Perk has. The number of ranks is also listed
below.
Perks that increase a skill will increase the skill by
a number of skill points. These work just like normal
skill points. Thus, if your characters base skill is
pretty high, the increase will be smaller than if the
base skill was low.
The list of Perks is organised alphabetically.
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The Perk List
Action Boy
Each rank of this Perk will add an additional Action
Point to your character’s total number of APs that you
can spend each combat turn.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Agility 5, Level 12
Adrenaline Rush
When your character’s current Hit Points (HP) drops
below 50% of her maximum HP, she gains +1 to Strength.
This can raise your character’s Strength to a maximum of
10. Lasts until the end of the current combat.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Strength 1 to 9, Level 6
Awareness
This Perk gives you more information when you Examine
a critter. You can see their exact amount of hit points,
and what weapon they are armed with (if any.)
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 5, Level 3
Better Criticals
The critical hits you cause in combat are more
devastating. You gain a +20% bonus on the critical hit
table, almost ensuring that more damage will be done.
This does not affect the chance to cause a critical hit.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 6, Luck 6, Agility 4, Level 9
Bonus HtH Attacks
Your character can make more hand-to-hand or melee
style attacks per combat turn with this Perk. The AP cost
to use a HtH or melee attack is reduced by one.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 6, Level 15
Bonus HtH Damage
With this Perk, your character does more damage when
using HtH or melee attacks. Each attack does +2 points of
damage for each rank of this Perk.
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Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Agility 6, Strength 6, Level 3
Bonus Move
For each rank of this Perk, your character can move an
additional two hexes per turn of combat. The first hexes
moved each turn cost no APs. At the first rank, your
character would have to move three hexes just to be
charged one AP. Bonus Move APs show up as yellow lights
on the interface bar.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Agility 5, Level 6
Bonus Ranged Damage
Your character does +2 points of damage per round
fired with ranged weapons, for each rank of this Perk.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Agility 6, Luck 6, Level 6
Bonus Rate of Fire
This Perk allows your character to shoot a little
faster. Each ranged weapon attack costs one AP less to
perform.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 7, Intelligence 6, Perception 6,
Level 15
Cautious Nature
This Perk increases Perception by +3 in random
encounters to determine how far away your character
starts from hostile critters.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 6, Level 3
Comprehension
With this Perk, your character gains an additional
+50% to the number of skill points earned when reading
educational books.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Intelligence 6, Level 3
Cult of Personality
This Perk will make your character’s Karma a positive
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modifier to all people. Everybody likes your character!
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Charisma 10, Level 12
Demolition Expert
For characters that like to blow things up, there is
nothing better than this Perk. Explosives set by this
character do more damage and will
always detonate on time.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 4, Traps 90%, Level 9
Dodger
This Perk will lower the chance your character will be
hit in combat by increasing the Armour Class by +5 per
rank.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 6, Level 9
Earlier Sequence
Your character will be more likely to move before
other characters in combat with this Perk. Each rank of
this Perk will increase the Sequence statistic by +2.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Perception 6, Level 3
Educated
Every rank of this Perk will add +2 skill points when
your character gains an experience level.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Intelligence 6, Level 6
Empathy
You will get a better idea of what to say when you
are speaking to an NPC when your character has this Perk.
The lines of dialogue will be colour-coded. It us up to
you to figure out what the colours actually mean.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 7, Intelligence 5, Level 6
Explorer
This Perk will make it more likely that your character
will run across strange and interesting random
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encounters.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 9
Faster Healing
Characters with Faster Healing just plain heal faster.
For each rank of this Perk, your character gains a +2 to
the Healing Rate statistic.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Endurance 6, Level 3
Fortune Finder
Random encounters yield more money. Of course, you
have to take it off the cold, dead bodies of your
opponents.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Luck 8, Level 6
Gambler
This Perk adds +40 skill points to Gambling.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Gambling 50, Level 6
Gain Agility
Increases your Agility by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 1-9, Level 12
Gain Charisma
Increases your Charisma by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Charisma 1-9, Level 12
Gain Endurance
Increases your Endurance by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Endurance 1-9, Level 12
Gain Intelligence
Increases your Intelligence by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Intelligence 1-9, Level 12
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Gain Luck
Increases your Luck by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Luck 1-9, Level 12
Gain Perception
Increases your Perception by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 1-9, Level 12
Gain Strength
Increases your Strength by +1 permanently.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Strength 1-9, Level 12
Ghost
In areas of darkness, or at night, characters with
this Perk gain +20% to their Sneak skill.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Sneak 60%, Level 6
Harmless
Your character’s innocent demeanour makes stealing
from people a little easier. +40 skill points to Steal.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Steal 50%, Karma > 49, Level 6
Healer
Each rank of this Perk will increase the number of Hit
Points healed by the use of the First Aid or Doctor
skills by 4-10 points. The second rank adds +8-20 points
per use.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Perception 7, Agility 6, Intelligence 5,
First Aid 40%, Level 3
Heave Ho!
For purposes of determining the maximum range of
thrown weapons only, this Perk will increase Strength by
+2 for each rank.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Level 6
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Here and Now
With this Perk, your character gains one experience
level immediately.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 9
HtH Evade
If both item slots are empty, at the end of a combat
turn, your character will gain 3 points of Armour Class
for every unused Action Point (instead of the normal 1
unused AP = +1 point of AC.)
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Unarmed 75%, Level 12
Kama Sutra Master
This Perk confers great stamina and skill when doing
the dirty.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Endurance 5, Agility 5, Level 3
Karma Beacon
Your Karma ran over someone’s Dogma. Karma is doubled
for the purposes of dialogue and reactions.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Charisma 6, Level 9
Lifegiver
Everytime your character gains a level, gain an
additional four Hit Points for each rank of this Perk.
With two ranks of Lifegiver, that’s +8 HP each level!
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Endurance 4, Level 12
Light Step
Characters with this Perk are much less likely to set
off traps.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 5, Luck 5, Level 9
Living Anatomy
This Perk confers +20 skill points to Doctor. Since
characters with this Perk have greater knowledge of
anatomy, they also do +5 points of damage with every
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attack to living creatures.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Doctor 60%, Level 12
Magnetic Personality
Characters with this Perk can attract an additional
party member.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Charisma 1-9, Level 3
Master Thief
This Perk gives a one-time bonus of 20 skill points to
the Lockpick and Steal skills.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Lockpick 50%, Steal 50%, Level 12
Master Trader
This Perk makes your items more valuable when
bartering.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Charisma 7, Barter 60%, Level 9
Medic
This Perk gives a one-time bonus of 20 skill points to
First Aid and Doctor.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: First Aid 40% or Doctor 40%, Level 12
More Criticals
Characters with this Perk cause more critical hits in
combat. Each rank adds +5 to the Critical Chance
statistic.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Luck 6, Level 6
Mr. Fixit
This Perk gives a one-time bonus of 20 skill points to
the Repair and Science skills.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Repair 40% or Science 40%, Level 12
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Mutate!
Picking this Perk will also make you select one of
your current Traits to remove. You then get a chance to
pick another Trait. Weird, huh?
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 9
Mysterious Stranger
When you select this Perk, there is a chance (30% +
(2x Luck)) that your character will gain a temporary
ally, but only in random encounters.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Luck 4, Level 9
Negotiator
This Perk gives a one-time bonus of +20 skill points
to Speech and Barter.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Barter 50%, Speech 50%, Level 6
Night Vision
Your character can see better in darkness when you
select this Perk. This reduces the negative for attacking
in low-light conditions.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 6, Level 3
Pack Rat
Each rank of this Perk adds +50 lbs. to your
character’s Carry Weight statistic.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 6
Pathfinder
This Perk reduces your travel time on the World Map by
25% for each rank.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Endurance 6, Outdoorsman 60%, Level 6
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Pickpocket
Characters with this Perk do not suffer the negative
modifiers for facing and size that are normally
associated with Steal.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 8, Steal 80%, Level 15
Presence
The initial reaction of NPCs are modified by +10% for
each rank of this Perk.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Charisma 6, Level 3
Pyromaniac
This Perk will make your character do horrible things
with fire -- to other people. +5 points of damage with
fire-based weapons.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Big Guns 75%, Level 9
Quick Pockets
The cost to access Inventory during combat is only two
AP with this Perk.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 5, Level 3
Quick Recovery
It only costs one AP to stand up after being knocked
down.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 5, Level 6
Rad Resistance
Each rank of this Perk increases the Radiation
Resistance statistic of your character by +15%.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Endurance 6, Intelligence 4, Level 6
Ranger
This Perk adds +20 skill points to Outdoorsman. It
also makes finding special random encounters slightly
easier.
Number of Ranks: 1
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Requirements: Perception 6, Level 6
Salesman
Your character becomes an adept salesman with this
Perk. +40 skill points to the Barter skill.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Barter 50%, Level 6
Scout
Your character can now scout a little farther on the
World Map. This will increase the amount of the map you
can see while exploring and make finding the special
random encounters a little easier.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 7, Level 3
Sharpshooter
For each rank of this Perk, increase Perception by +2
for the purposes of determining the modifiers for range
in combat.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Perception 7, Intelligence 6, Level 9
Silent Death
While Sneaking, characters with this Perk do double
damage using a HtH or melee attack if they can hit their
opponent in the back.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 10, Sneak 80%, Unarmed 80%, Level
18
Silent Running
This Perk allows characters to run and still Sneak.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 6, Sneak 50%, Level 6
Slayer
In HtH or melee combat, holders of this Perk do
critical hits with a successful Luck roll.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 8, Strength 8, Unarmed 80%, Level
24
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Smooth Talker
Each rank of this Perk will increase the number of
options your character has while talking to NPCs.
Basically, characters will be able to say things they
would not normally be able to discuss due to their
Intelligence.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Intelligence 4, Level 3
Snakeater
This Perk adds +25% to the Poison Resistance
statistic.
Number of Ranks: 2
Requirements: Endurance 3, Level 6
Sniper
Your character will do a critical hit with a ranged
weapon with a successful Luck roll and this Perk.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 8, Perception 8, Small Guns 80%,
Level 24
Speaker
This Perk gives a one-time bonus of 40 skill points to
the Speech skill.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Speech 50%, Level 9
Stonewall
Your character is only half as likely to be knocked
down in combat.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Strength 6, Level 3
Strong Back
Each rank of this Perk increases the Carry Weight
statistic by 50 lbs.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Strength 6, Endurance 6, Level 3
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Survivalist
Gain 40 skill points in the
Outdoorsman skill with this Perk.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Endurance 6,
Intelligence 6, Outdoorsman 40%,
Level 3
Swift Learner
Each rank of this Perk adds an
additional +5% to your character’s
experience point total whenever
your character earns experience.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Intelligence 4,
Level 3

NOTES

It is
rumoured that there
are special Perks. You
may be awarded one of
these Perks for
completing special
quests. Keep your eye
out for these special
awards.

Tag!
Pick an additional Tag skill.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 12
Thief
A one-time bonus of +10 skill points to Sneak,
Lockpick, Steal and Traps.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Level 3
Toughness
Each rank of this Perk adds +10 to your character’s
Damage Resistance statistic.
Number of Ranks: 3
Requirements: Endurance 6, Luck 6, Level 3
Weapon Handling
This Perk adds +3 to Strength for weapon minimum
Strength checks.
Number of Ranks: 1
Requirements: Agility 5, Level 12
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Experience
As your character survives, and succeeds at overcoming
the obstacles in his path, he will gain experience
points. When a certain number of experience points are
obtained, your character will increase in level. When
that happens, your character will gain more Hit Points,
more skill points and the occasional Perk.
Experience points can be given to your character for
killing critters in combat, solving problems, and using
skills successfully. The more difficult the critter,
problem or skill use, the more experience points your
character will be awarded with.
It requires more experience points to increase in
level, the higher level your character is. Go up in
levels, and you need even more experience to get to the
next level.
A level is just a generalised measure of how much
experience your character has earned, and how capable
your character is.
The amount of experience required to gain the next
level is shown on your character screen.

\
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Level
XP Required
1
0
2
1,000
3
3,000
4
6,000
5
10,000
6
15,000
7
21,000
8
28,000
9
36,000
10
45,000
11
55,000
12
66,000
13
78,000
14
91,000
15
105,000
16
120,000
17
136,000
18
153,000
19
171,000
20
190,000
21
210,000
and so on...
Every new level gains your character the following:
Hit Points - Add 3+(1/2 Endurance) to your maximum HP
total.
Skill Points - Gain 5+(2x Intelligence) skill points.
Your character will
three or four levels.
There is no maximum
experience and improve
and more experience to

occasionally gain a Perk, every
level. You can continue to gain
your character, but it takes more
increase levels as you play.
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Skill Points
Every new experience level will give your character a
number of skill points that you can spend to improve your
character’s skills. It is harder to improve a skill that
is at a higher level. When your character spends skill
points to improve a skill, it will cost more skill points
if the skill is of a higher level.
Tag skills improve faster. They gain +2% instead of
the normal +1%.
The number of skill points your character gains each
level is dependent on their Intelligence (the higher the
Intelligence, the more skill points), and whether or not
your character has the Skilled trait or the Educated
perk.

Spending Skill Points
To spend skill points, simply click on the skill to
highlight it and move the skill point spending bar to
that skill. Press the + or - buttons to increase or
decrease the number of skill points you are spending on
that skill. You cannot decrease the number of skill
points in a particular skill below where it started when
you entered the character screen at this time.
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COMBAT
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Matters of Life and Death
As you explore the post-nuclear world, you will
eventually come into conflict with other characters or
creatures. Sometimes you can solve these problems with
diplomacy or stealth, depending on what your character is
good at. Sometimes it is going to come down to who has
the bigger gun.
And who can use it better...
Combat in Fallout 2 is turn-based. While the rest of
the game is “real-time,” meaning that while you are
moving other characters may move as well, a turn-based
game is different. The way it works is that your
character gets a chance to act, then the next person does
all of his actions, and then the next person and so on.
When everyone has had a chance to act, the turn is over
and the whole thing starts over again at the top.
When everyone else is dead or they have fled, the
combat is over and the game reverts back to real-time. If
your character dies, then the game is over.
This chapter on combat will often refer to hexes. A
hex is short for hexagon, or a six-sided polygon. Hexes
are a way of managing distance and movement. Each hex is
one meter. A target ten hexes away is ten meters away, or
roughly thirty feet.

Starting Combat
There are two ways combat can start. You can initiate it,
or someone else can. You can start combat by leftclicking on the active item, if it is a weapon, or using
the “A” quick key. NPCs will usually only start combat if
they are hostile, or if you really anger them by doing
something they hate.
Anyway you look at it, once combat starts, you’d
better be prepared to end it.
The person who starts combat gets a free turn, then
all combatants (people participating in the battle) are
ordered in a list by the Sequence statistic. The critter
with the highest Sequence gets to go first, then the
critter with the next best Sequence and so on. Ties are
determine by the best Agility, and if that is still tied,
the best Luck. If it is still tied at that point, the
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computer just picks a random critter who is tied for that
position.
Each combatant, starting at the top of the list and
working down, gets a chance to act. When everyone has
gone, it starts all over again at the top of the list.
When combat starts, the
combat buttons in the lower
right-hand side of the interface
bar will be revealed. If the
four lights around the buttons
are bright green, it is your
character’s turn. If the lights
are red, it is a computer characters turn. When it is
your character’s turn, you can act. When it is not, you
must watch the events on screen and wait for the next
turn.
Each turn of combat is five seconds of game time. It
might take longer of actual time to play out that turn.
When it is your turn, you can think about your actions
for as long as you like. There are no time limits here.

Targets
One of the first things you need to do is determine
possible targets. You can use the Target Highlight
preference to determine when targets will be highlighted.
We will assume that preference is set to Targeting Only.
When you right-click to change cursor modes, one of
the cursors is the targeting cursor. The targeting cursor
is also available when you click on a weapon in the
active item button area.
All targets within your character’s line of sight*
(LOS) and/or Perception range* will be highlighted. The
colour of the highlight is important.
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RED - A critter highlighted red is a possible enemy
within your character’s LOS and Perception range. Proceed
with caution. It’s possible that the critter is neutral,
and wants to have nothing to do with you and your
problems. It’s also possible that the critter could be
planning evil things to do with your character’s corpse.
YELLOW - The critter is out of your character’s LOS, but
within Perception range. It will be impossible for your
character to attack this critter, unless your character
moves closer.
GREEN - This is a friendly critter. Don’t shoot!
NONE - If there is no highlight around a critter, that
particular character or creature is out of our
character’s LOS and Perception range.
* LOS is Line of Sight. This is a straight line between
two characters. If the line is blocked, the characters
are not in LOS of each other. LOS is mutual. By
definition, a character that has LOS to a critter is
within the LOS of the critter. LOS can be blocked by
walls, trees and other large objects.
* Perception range is what your character can hear or
smell, in addition to see. It is possible for your
character to know that a critter is behind a while,
because your character can just perceive them.

Action Points
The number of actions you can take each turn are
determined by a character’s total number of Action Points
(AP), the more APs your character has, the more things
she can do.
You will spend your character’s APs when you perform
an action, when you are out of APs your turn is over.
Fortunately, you get all of your APs back at the start of
the next turn.
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The number of action points your character has is
located over the active item button on the interface bar.
The AP lights only show the first ten AP your character
has. If your character has more than 10 AP remaining,
those action points will not be shown. When you spend
enough APs so that less than ten are remaining, the
number of lights representing APs will start to wink off.
Different actions cost different amounts of APs. It
costs very little to walk one hex (one AP to be
specific), but it costs more to walk several hexes.
Attacking with a knife is faster than aiming with a
rifle, so the knife attack will cost less AP to perform.

Actions in Combat
The following chart will give you an idea of the number
of APs required to perform an action. The actual amount
may vary, depending on your character and what item your
character uses.
Action
Movement
Hand to Hand (HtH) Attack
Melee Weapon Attack
Ranged Attack (single)
Ranged Attack (burst)
Targeted Attack (single)
Reloading Ammo
Accessing Inventory
Opening a door or other action
Toggling active items
Switching weapon modes

Base AP Cost
1 AP per hex
3 AP
4 AP
5 AP
6 AP
6 AP
2 AP
4 AP
3 AP
0 AP
0 AP

Movement
The AP cost to move is shown in the middle of the
movement cursor when you pause the cursor for a moment
over the destination hex. If there is a red X in the
centre of the cursor, then you do not have enough AP to
move that far, or there is something (or someone)
blocking your access to that hex.
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Running in combat has no bonus or penalty.
You can reserve enough AP to move and still use your
active item by holding down the CTRL key while clicking
to move. If you want enough AP left over to shoot your
target, but you want to get as close as possible to the
target in order to reduce the range penalty to a minimum,
use reserve movement. Example: Your character has nine AP
remaining. Your current weapon is a Colt 6520. It costs
five AP to shoot that weapon in non-targeted mode. If you
hold down CTRL while clicking on a hex that is eight
hexes away, you will only move (9-5) four hexes towards
the destination hex. You will still have five AP
remaining, just enough to shoot the pistol.

Attacking
The number of AP required to make an attack depends on
the type of weapon used (if any) and the type of attack.
Weapons that are big and bulky will require more AP to
use than smaller weapons. The AP cost for the attack is
always shown in the lower left-hand corner of the active
item button.
All ranged weapon attacks are assumed to be aimed.
Ammunition is scarce. Every shot must count.
Targeted shots are aimed shots that your character
spends more time performing. Targeted shots require an
additional AP to perform.
To attack, right-click on the active item button
(which should contain a weapon or be empty, if you want
to use Unarmed attacks) until the button is displaying
the attack mode you want to use. Left-click on the button
to get a targeting cursor. Move the targeting cursor over
the target and left-click again to attack.
You can continue to attack in a turn until you run out
of APs to pay for an attack. It is possible to use two
different types of attacks, as well.
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NOTES

If you want
to reload and use a
healing item on the same
turn, it is cheaper to
open inventory and do
everything there. And if
you go to inventory to
use a healing item, you
should remember to reload
any ranged weapons at
the same time.

Inventory
If you press the INV button on
the interface bar, it will cost
four AP to open inventory. If
you do not have the four AP,
you cannot open inventory.
Once you open inventory,
however, you can perform as
many actions in there as you
want. If you do nothing at
all, it still costs the four
AP. If you attempt to open
inventory again on the same
turn, it will cost an
additional four AP.

Other Actions
If you perform actions that require a reasonable amount
of work and time, like opening a door, it will cost three
AP. Some skills or actions require so much game time that
they cannot be used in a combat turn. Specifically, First
Aid and Doctor skills cannot be used in combat.
Some interface issues require no time at all in the
larger scheme of things. Right-clicking on the active
item button to change weapon modes requires no APs.
Neither does switching between the two active item slots.

Probabilities
Attacks in combat are not a sure thing. People are moving
around, trying really hard not to be hit. Armour deflects
blows that otherwise would have done damage.
Weapon attacks will often refer to a “chance to hit.”
You can see this chance when you move the targeting
cursor over a legal target. The number is the percentage
chance, after modifiers, of actually hitting the target.
The higher this number, the more likely you will be able
to hit.
Some examples:
10% chance to hit - You should only be able to hit the
target one out of every ten times.
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50% chance to hit - You should
hit half the time and miss the
other half.
95% chance to hit - You should
hit 19 out of 20 times, so you
will rarely miss. This, by the
way, is the maximum chance to
hit. Even with super high
skills, and all the modifiers, you have a maximum chance
of 95% to hit.
Your chance to hit is based on the appropriate weapon
skill and it is modified by the range, light level,
armour, cover your target has, and if the attack is
targeted, the specific location you are trying to hit.
For ranged weapons, the distance between your
character and your target is critical. The closer your
character is to the target, the better the chance to hit.
Your Perception is the base factor for how far away a
target can be before it gets harder to hit it. If the
target is really close, you will even have a positive
modifier to your to hit chance.
If your target is in the dark, it will be harder to
see them accurately. Targets that are hard to see are
hard to hit. The light level of the target will modify
your chance to hit. The darker it is, the harder it will
be to hit them.
Armour provides protection by actually deflecting the
attack. Attacks that are deflected, or bounce in the case
of really heavy armour, do no damage. Neat. The negative
modifier to a to hit roll is the Armour Class (AC) of
the armour. See page XX for more details about armour and
how it can help you even if you are hit.
Any obstacle between you and your target is considered
cover. People, barrels, trees are all cover. You cannot
shoot through walls, but it might be possible to shoot
through a window.
See page 130 for details about targeted attacks. The
different locations on the target may be selected. Each
location may have a different modifier to the to hit
chance, but offers the opportunity to increase the amount
of damage done.
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Ranged Weapons
Weapons that can be used a range of one hex, two hexes
or more are called ranged weapons. They often have some
sort of finite range, but that is often 15, 20 or more
hexes away.
Anything from a gun to a thrown rock can be a ranged
weapon. If you can attack farther than two hexes away, it
must be a ranged weapon.

Weapon Modes
By right-clicking on the active item button, you can
chance the weapon mode. Not all weapons will have all
modes.
SINGLE - This will fire one shot from the weapon. One
round of ammo will be used. The computer will roll one
chance to hit. If it succeeds, the shot hits and does
damage. If it fails, nothing happens except you spent
some APs that could have been better used.
Single shots may also be targeted, if your character
does not have the Fast Shot trait. The targeting symbol
will appear in the lower right-hand corner of the active
item button when you are in targeted shot mode. See page
126 for more info on these kinds of attacks.
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BURST - This mode will use
multiple rounds of ammunition.
Every type of burst weapon will
have a different rate of fire
(ROF), which determines the
number of rounds fired with a
single action. Burst weapons use ammo faster, but
generally have a better chance to hit overall.
Every single bullet will get an individual chance to
hit. Even with a low skill, burst weapons with a high ROF
will usually hit something.
And something is the key word. Burst weapons not only
attack the target, but any other potential target with
the cone shaped area of effect.
A burst is capable of covering many hexes and hitting
all targets within that area. Most of the bullets are
aimed at the primary target. The rest of the bullets can
strike anybody within the cone. Friends, enemy’s,
helpless sheep, whatever is in the cone that is centred
around your target. Each bullet will do the weapons
listed amount of damage. If all rounds hit, a burst
weapon can do an awful lot of damage.
However, if are right on top of an enemy, and you
burst them -- they will be riddled by all the bullets.
The cone needs a minimum of a few hexes to work.
Besides potentially using a lot of ammo, burst shots
may not be targeted. You just don’t have the fine control
necessary to bring the sight to target with all the
recoil.
THROW - This will toss the
weapon at the enemy target. This
is generally a shorter ranged
attack than other ranged
weapons. The exact range will
depend on the Strength statistic
of the character throwing the weapon.
Grenades, knives and rocks can all be thrown. If you
have an identical item in your inventory, it will
automatically be loaded into the same slot. This lets you
toss frag grenades like they are going to nuke the
factory in five minutes and you’d better use all that you
can.
}
T
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All thrown weapons have to land somewhere. Even if a
thrown weapon misses the target, it will land on the
ground somewhere around you or the target. Grenades have
a tendency to do bad things if this happens.
RELOAD - Weapons that require ammo can be reloaded. You
must have the identical kind of ammo in your inventory.
The weapon will be maxed out, or all of your inventory
ammo will be used, whichever comes first.
The ammo bar next to the active item button shows if a
weapon requires ammo, and how close it is to needing a
reload. The lower the bar, the more likely you will be
reloading in the very near future. Burst weapons that
have a high ROF use a lot of ammo. Single-shot weapons,
like rocket launcher’s, also need to be reloaded quite
often.
Besides using this method to reload, which only costs
two AP, you can spend four AP and open inventory. Once in
inventory, you can perform as many inventory actions as you
would like. Including swapping weapons, ammo type, using
healing items and so on.
Examine the weapon in inventory to get an exact count
of the remaining ammo, if you are interested.

Melee Weapons & HtH Combat
The use of melee weapons and unarmed combat is
collectively known as Hand to Hand combat (HtH). This
sort of combat occurs at very close ranges. Most of the
time the two opponents will be adjacent, at a range of
one hex. Some melee weapons can attack an opponent that
is two hexes away. Anything beyond that, you need a
ranged weapon. This type of combat can be very deadly,
since most attacks are faster and the chance for a
critical hit is increased.
HtH combat has a major disadvantage: if you can hit
your opponent, he can hit you. With ranged weapons, you
can fire from a distance, and if your opponent is not
similarly armed, you can plink at them as they approach.
The good thing about HtH combat: less ammunition is
used, and the attacks are generally a little faster to
perform, letting your character take additional actions.
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SWING & THRUST - These are
attack types common to melee
weapons. Melee weapons have a
base amount of damage, plus they
get a bonus from Strength (the
Melee Damage statistic.)
Many melee weapons can make a targeted attack. This
attack costs an additional AP to perform, but is more
likely to cause damage. See page 130 for targeted
attacks.
RELOAD - Some melee weapons require power cells, a type
of ammo. If the power level gets low in the weapon, use
this option to recharge the weapons battery.

.....

PUNCH - If ITEM1 is empty in
inventory, you can make punch
attacks. The better your unarmed
skill, and other
IW 3
characteristics, the more damage
your
punches will do. Basic punch damage is based off of your
character’s Melee Damage stat. Characters that work on
improving their Unarmed skill will learn how to throw
more and more powerful punches. Some punches require
other characteristics as well.
See the Unarmed skill description starting on page 89
for more information.

Ij

"

r

tJWI *1

KICK - ITEM2 in inventory must
be empty so you can make kick
attacks. Kicks do more damage,
but require more AP. Kick damage
\P 4
is modified by Melee Damage.
Characters that specialise in
Unarmed can do better and better kicks as they learn
more. Other characteristics are required to learn this
more advanced kicks.
See the Unarmed skill description starting on page 91
for more information.

SRAD KICK
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Targeted Shots
Most attacks are done just
trying to hit the opponent. But
if the character takes a little
more time, it is possible to
make a more difficult attack
that can do more damage. These
are known as targeted attacks.
Not all attacks can be targeted. Burst and explosive
weapons cannot make targeted attacks. Characters that
have the Fast Shot trait will never even see the targeted
shot icon.
Right-click on a weapon in the active item button
until a small targeting icon appears in the lower righthand corner of the button. Left-click on the button to
select the targeting cursor. The colour is red to remind
you that this is a targeted shot. Left-click on the
target.
A window will appear showing a wireframe of the target
and all the specific locations
you can target.
You can attack one of eight
different locations. Each
location, like an arm or leg,
is easier or harder to hit.
Your adjusted to hit chance is
shown next to the location
name. A to hit chance of “--”
means your character has no chance of success, the attack
is just too difficult for a character of that skill.
Click on a location name to attempt the attack. Press the
CANCEL button if you decide the targeted attack is not
worth it. A normal attack always goes for the torso.
Targeted attacks have a higher chance of scoring a
critical hit. The more difficult the location was to hit,
the higher the chance of actually doing a critical hit.
The type of critical hit that is achieved is also based
on the location of the targeted hit. Hitting a person in
the head can do more damage than hitting them in the left
leg.
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Damage
Damage is the result of a successful attack in combat.
The more damage you do, the more likely your opponent
will be killed, knocked out, knocked down or just plain
put out of the fight.
Damage can also occur from traps or other non-combat
sources.
Hit Points - Damage removes HP. The amount of damage is
always shown as an amount of HP damage. A critter’s
current HP is equal to their maximum HP minus all the
damage they have taken. When a critter’s HP reaches 0,
that critter is dead. If the player character loses all
of his HP, the game is over.
Critical Hits - Some attacks are just more deadly than
others. The attack may have hit a critical spot, or was
swung with a extra effort, or was just a lucky attack.
These critical hits can cause more damage or have some
other nasty effect on the poor recipient of the hit. The
chance to cause a critical hit is based on the Critical
Chance statistic, if the attack was targeted or not, and
what the difference was between the attacker’s skill and
the final number rolled by the computer.
Some common critical hit effects:
Extra Damage - x1.5, x2 or even x3 points of damage.
Crippled Limb - The attack was so good it disabled a
limb.
Ignore Armour - The attack bypasses armour and
completely affects the target.
Unconsciousness - The attack knocks the target out.
The amount of time the target will remain unconscious is
based on their Endurance. The higher the EN, the quicker
the target recovers.
Knockdown - The target is knocked to the ground. It
will require them to spend a small amount of AP to get
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up the next turn.
Instant Death - Some critical hits are just so brutal
the target is instantly slain, usually in a very
spectacular manner.
The type of effect achieved by the critical hit
depends on the target, and the actual location of a
targeted shot.
Critical Failures - It is entirely possible that the
attack was so screwed up, that the attacker did something
really stupid. This is known as a critical failure, and
is usually not a good thing. Critical failures can happen
to the PC, as well as all other critters. Critical
failures happen to the attacker, which can include your
character.
Trying to make a targeted shot with a really low
chance to hit increases the chance that your character
will suffer from a critical failure. The Jinxed trait
means that everyone will suffer from more critical
failures.
The type of critical failure depends on the weapon
used. Characters making unarmed attacks are not immune to
the dread power of critical failures.
Some common critical failure effects:
Running out of ammo - The magazine was damaged, or the
ammo malfunctioned.
Jammed Weapon - Oops! The weapon may jam and require
time to repair.
Loss of AP - The attacker did something stupid, like
brain fart.
Dropped Weapon - The attacker loses grip on his weapon
and it falls to the ground.
Weapon Explodes - This is bad. Only really likely with
explosive or energy weapons.
Hit Unintentional Target - The attacker misses his
original target and hits someone else.
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Damage Self - The attacker somehow hurts herself.
There are other critical failure effects. Have fun
finding them out.
Poison - Poison is a nasty type of attack. Poison does
damage over time. Many creatures can do poison damage,
along with their regular HP attacks. Anti-venom can
reduce the effect of poison. The more poison a character
has been affected by, the longer it takes before the
poison is gone, and the more damage the poison while do
on the way out.
See Poison Resistance for more info on poison, page
91.
Radiation - Radiation is an invisible attack. You will
not see the radiation that kills you. Some critters can
cause radiation damage, in addition to their normal
damage. Radiation does not normally leave your system,
either. You must use drugs or other curative processes to
remove radiation. And the more radiation in your system,
the more likely it is to damage you and the worse the
effect.
See Radiation Resistance on page 91 for more about
radiation.
Unconsciousness - This usually occurs from a critical
hit. During this time, the unconscious critter will fall
to the ground and can do nothing until he recovers. The
recovery time is based on Endurance.
Death - There are two ways to die: lose all of your hit
points or be unconscious and the only remaining critters
around you are hostile. We suggest you do neither.

Armour
Armour is protective clothing that can reduce the effect
of damage in combat. It is highly suggested that you find
armour, wear it and upgrade whenever possible.
The better the armour, the more damage it can protect
against. There are three different statistics that
determine the quality of the armour and how much damage
it can stop.
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Armour Class - This is the chance that the armour will
force the attack to miss, usually by deflecting the shot.
The higher the Armour Class (AC), the better the armour.
The AC acts as a negative modifier on the attackers
chance to hit. Example: A ganger is wearing Leather
armour, which is AC15. A desert ranger has a to hit
chance of 65%, after all other modifiers. The chance to
hit the target is only 50%.
Damage Threshold - If a character in armour is hit, then
the first thing armour can do is block the damage. Damage
Threshold (DT) is subtracted from the initial amount of
damage (what the target would take if it weren’t for the
armour.) Example: The desert ranger hits the ganger from
the above example. The attack does 20 points of damage.
Owie! The DT of Leather armour is 4. The first four
points of the rangers attack is stopped cold, leaving
only 16 points of damage.
Damage Resistance - The armour can also absorb the energy
of the attack and spread it out over a larger area,
reducing the damage proportionally. Damage Resistance
(DR) is the percentage of damage, after the DT, that the
attack is reduced by. Example: The ganger is in hurt
shape. Fortunately, Leather armour has a DR of 20%, which
reduces the 16 points of damage to 13 points. Here’s the
math: 16 - (16 x .2 = 3.2 (round down to 3)) = 13. The
Leather armour stopped a little over a third of the total
damage.

Ending Combat
If there are no more hostile critters around, combat will
end automatically. You can also attempt to end combat
early by using the END COMBAT button on the interface
bar. If there are hostile critters nearby that want to
continue fighting, the END COMBAT button will not work
but you will have lost the remainder of your turn.
When combat ends, the combat buttons on the interface
bar are covered up again and the game returns to realtime.
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Victorious in Battle and Looting the Dead
Your character will gain a number of experience points
based on the toughness of the critters faced. It may be
enough XP to increase your character’s level, or you may
need to explore some more and face additional challenges.
You can also loot the dead bodies for their stuff.
Left-click, or select the Use action icon, on a dead
body to loot it. A loot screen will appear with your
character on the left-hand side and the dead body on the
right-hand side. If there is more than one dead body on
the hex, there will be some arrows to select the
additional corpses.
There is a TAKE ALL on the loot screen that will move
all items from the corpse or container object to your
character’s inventory. That’s the quick way of grabbing
everything.
You can also use the Unload Ammo action icon on a
weapon in the corpses inventory and it drop the ammo
directly into your inventory.
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APPENDIX 1:
Tutorial
This section will give you a brief tutorial on game
functions and give you a head start at the beginning of
the game. This tutorial assumes that you have already
installed Fallout 2 and doubled-click on the Fallout 2
icon or ran it from the Win95 Start menu.
Start a new game by selecting NEW GAME from the main
menu. For now, click on the TAKE button to select Narg, a
combat-based character that is the easiest character to
start the game with.
After the tribal elder tells you of your mission, you
will appear standing in front of the temple of trials.
Narg, your character, is standing on the steps in the
centre of the screen. Press F1 if you need a quick
reminder of the basic functions and icons on this screen.
Equip Narg with a weapon, since Narg likes to kick a
little bootie every now and then. Click on the INV button
on the interface bar to open Narg’s bag of goodies. Narg
is pretty poor and only has a spear. That’ll have to do
for now. Move the cursor over the spear. Right-click once
to change the cursor mode. Left-click on the spear to
examine it a little more closely. Then right-click again
to change the cursor back to the hand. Left-click on the
spear and hold the mouse button this time. Notice that
the cursor becomes the spear. The cursor is one with the
spear. Drag the spear to the ITEM1 slot and release the
left-mouse button. Narg is now wielding the spear. Click
on the DONE button to return to the game.
Move the cursor to the corners of the screen. The
screen will scroll to show you more of the map. This map
is pretty small. About the only things of
interest on this map are the actual entrance to the
temple and that guy standing to the south of you.
Go talk to that guy. Right-click to change cursor
modes and left-click on the guy, er, guard. Narg will run
up to him and start a conversation. See page 63 for full
information about talking to non-player characters. For
now, click on the “Just thought I’d say hello...” line
and say good-bye to the man. If you move the cursor over
the NPC for a moment, you will see a brief description of
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him in the display monitor.
Left-click to change back to the movement cursor and
click in the dark entrance area of the temple.
Good thing you pulled out that spear. There is a
(somewhat) dangerous animal hiding in the darkness of the
temple. Move Narg in the direction of the scorpion. Don’t
move too close. Wait for the scorpion to notice you and
start combat.
The scorpion should move right up to Narg. Convenient
for Narg, bad for the scorpion. Left-click on the spear
button on the interface bar. The cursor will change to a
targeting attack cursor and the scorpion will highlight.
Left-click on the scorpion to attack it. If you miss,
click the END TURN button. If you hit and don’t kill the
scorpion, left-click to change cursor modes and walk away
from the scorpion. If you kill it, click the END COMBAT
button.
Change the cursor to the action cursor (right-click
until the cursor is an arrow) and left-click on the large
door. This type action uses the item in question. In the
case of doors, this action attempts to open them.
Walk north and take the first corridor on your right.
Kill any scorpions that you come across. As a shortcut,
you can right-click in combat to select the targeting
cursor. Keep moving away from the monsters, as it makes
them work harder to attack you. Narg only gets one attack
with his spear each turn.
Continue on to the end of this corridor, until you
come to a small room. Use the Pot in the north end of
the room. Drag the bag of healing powder from the pot to
Narg’s inventory or use the TAKE ALL button. Click on the
DONE button you are finished looting the pot. Then leave
this room and continue back to the main corridor and
continue to explore this level until you come to another
set of large doors to the north.
(If you want to move faster, hold down SHIFT while
clicking to move. This will make your character run
instead of walk.)
Notice this door is locked. You will need to pick the
lock. Click on the SKILLDEX button and select LOCKPICK.
The cursor will change to a yellow targeting cursor.
Left-click on the door to attempt to pick the lock.
Continue using the SKILLDEX button until you pick the
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lock.
Then use the door to open it and proceed north.
This next corridor is trapped where it widens and
opens up. Proceed slowly through the area. If Narg sees a
raised plate, it indicates that a trap trigger has been
found. Walk slowly to the west side of the corridor and
then walk carefully to the north. Avoid stepping on any
trap triggers.
If Narg gets hurt, either by the scorpions or the
traps, open Inventory and use the healing powder. To do
so, right-click to change cursor modes to the Inventory
action cursor. Left-click and hold on the healing powder.
A column of icons will appear. While holding the mouse
button, move the mouse down to select the upraised hand
(the Use icon) and release the mouse button. Narg will
munch on the powder and feel much better.
From here, you should continue to have Narg explore
the temple. Keep proceeding, killing hostile animals as
you come across them and using your skills and wits to
bypass other obstacles.
Good luck!
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APPENDIX 2:
Hints and Tips
In addition to the tutorial found in Appendix 1, here are
some basic hints and tips for beginners.
Save Often
Use the save game feature often and use it well. Do
not save over your previous save game slot. Use all 10
slots, alternating between them to protect your character
and your game.
Examine Everything
Keep a close eye on the screen. Examine everyone and
everything until you get a hang of the world. The dirt,
as it were, is in the details.
Concentrate on your Character
At the beginning of the game, when every level counts,
spend your skill points in what your character does well.
This means that you should improve your tag skills until
they are very useful. Master a few skills first and then
improve the rest of your character. All characters should
have at least one combat tag skill (Melee and Unarmed
work best for starting characters, Small Guns is always
useful and the others can be improved later when you
start getting the better equipment.)
Pay Attention
If an NPC says something, they probably mean it. It
may be a lie or a trap, but your character should always
pay attention to what someone has to say.
Save!
We did mention to save your game, right?
Combat Hints
Move around. Don’t stand still. Action Points are
better spent on moving farther away from an attacker than
the AC bonus. Especially if you have a ranged weapon and
they do not. Moving around also allows you to use cover.
Pick your targets carefully and then follow through on
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the attack.
Always use Inventory wisely for reloading and healing
your character.
Ammo can be scarce. Conserve it if possible. Melee
weapons and hand-to-hand attacks on small, pitiful
critters can save you some expensive ammo. Don’t be
afraid to spend ammo if it means less danger to your
character, however.
Get some Friends (NPCs, that is)
Having additional NPC party-members is great. Not only
can they offer additional information, but they do the
following:
* Split enemy attacks in combat. More targets for the
enemy means less people actively trying to kill your
character.
* Carry goods. More NPCs mean that you can lug more
stuff around.
* Some NPCs are very skilled, and it will effectively
mean that your character gains a lot of experience as
long as you have these skilled NPCs around.
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APPENDIX 3:
Credits
PROGRAMMING
Lead Programmer

Additional
Programming By

Jesse Reynolds

Tim Cain
John Price

Programmers
Chris Jones
Nick Kesting
Robert Hertenstein 2
Thomas French
Chris Holland
Dan Spitzley

Movie Technology
Paul Edelstein
Installer/Autoplay
Darren Monahan

ART
Art Director
Gary Platner

Artists
Robert Collier
Tramell Ray Isaac
Jeff McAteer
Brian Menze
Scott Rodenhizer

Heads
Scott Rodenhizer

Additional Art By
Aaron Brown
Peter Kroko
Mike McCarthy
Chad Moore
Eddie Rainwater

Intern Artists
Charles M. Gregory
Daniel Jacobs
John Jacobs
Karel Jacobs
Christopher Jones
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Benc Orpak
Adoni Torres

Original Game Artwork By
Jason Anderson
Leonard Boyarsky
Michael Dean
Sharon Shellman
Paul Hormis

DESIGN
Lead Designers
Feargus Urquhart
Matt Norton

Designers
Jason G. Suinn
John Deiley
Chris Avellone
Zeb Cook
Dave Hendee
Colin McComb

Technical Designer
Scott Everts

Level Designers
John Deiley
Scott Everts
Jason G. Suinn

Additional Design By
Robert Hertenstein 2
Nick Kesting
Fred Hatch

Design/Dialogue
Mark O'Green

SPECIAL Game System Design By
Chris Taylor
Tim Cain
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Jess Heinig
Feargus Urquhart

Original Game Design By
Tim Cain
Leonard Boyarsky
Jason Anderson
Jason Taylor
Scott Campbell

UK Package Design
James Morgan

PRODUCTION
Division Director
Feargus Urquhart

Producers
Eric Demilt
Feargus Urquhart

Assistant Producer
Fred Hatch

Asst. Division Director
Jeremy Barnes

Production Assistant
Jason G. Suinn

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Director of Quality Assurance
Chad Allison

Assistant Director of QA
Colin Totman

Project Supervisors
Greg "Moose" Baumeister
Steve McLafferty
Darrell Jones
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Senior Testers
Dennis Presnell
Chad Nicholas
Ed Hyland

Testers
Dany Martinez
WR Saunders
Rodney Smith
Tony Piccoli
David Maldonado
Dan Levin
Eric Pribish
Scott Warner
Derek Johnson
Tim Anderson
Primo Pulanco
Jeremy Ray
Jeremy Seely
Scott Humphreys

Senior I.S. Technician
Bill Delk

I.S. Technician
Tom Quast

Director of Compatibility & Information Services
Frank Pimentel

QA Database Administrator
Steve Cabiness

Compatibility Technicians
Derek Gibbs
John Parker
Ed Robles
Louie Iturzaeta

AUDIO
Audio Director
Charles Deenen
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Audio Mastering
Craig Duman

Background TV music
Ronald Valdez

Cinematics Re-recording Mixer
Dave West

Cinematics Soundeffects
West Productions

Foley Artists
Doug Turner
Gary Murello
Larry Peacock

Foley Editor
Caron Weidner

Foley Mixer
Debby Ruby

Foley Mixer/Artist
Cecilia Perna

Foley Recorded at
West Productions

Foley Supervision
Charles Deenen
Larry Peacock

FX Editor
Michael Dickeson

Music By
Mark Morgan
for
Four Bars Entertainment
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Intro Re-Recording Mixer
Charles Deenen

Music Supervisor
Brian Luzietti

Sound FX Librarians
Doug Rappaport
Sergio Bustamante II
Ron Valdez

Sound FX Design
Charles Deenen
Gregory Allen
Larry Peacock
EFX
Weddington
Caron Weidner

Voice Editors
Doug Rappaport
Sergio Bustamante II

Voice Producer
Fred Hatch

Voice Recording Engineer
Paul Hurtubise

Voice Supervisor
Chris Borders

Voice Talent Coordination
Julie Morgavi

Voice Dialogue Recorded At
Hollywood Recording Services
Hollywood, CA
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Voice Direction
Jamie Thomason

MARKETING
Director of Marketing
Paul Sackman

Marketing Managers
Mike Markin
Greg Peterson

Associate Marketing Manager
Greg Bauman

PR Manager
Krys Card

Traffic Manager
Thom Dohner
Paul Naftalis

Thanks to:
(Dave H.) The Unwashed Villagers, the Dyer Family, Jamba
Juice, The Tick, SouthPark; (Chris A.) Eileen Suh and Mah
and Pa Avellone; (t.ray) my mother,
my father, my son and my brother and to all of
my adoring fans for buying this game; (Rob H.) Becky
Warner and Billie Ryder; (Jesse R.)
"To Dad, you were an inspiration all my life.
I miss you always."
Special
The members of the
message boards. Thanks for
other

Thanks to:
Fallout and Fallout 2
your comments, suggestions and
esoteria!

Fallout 2 was brought to you by
Interplay Productions,
Team Fallout 2 and the letter Q.
Recipes by: Chris Parmelee
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APPENDIX 7:
"The Big One" Pancake
1/3 cup Butter
4 eggs
1 cup milk
1 cup flour
In a blender whip eggs for 1 min. Gradually add milk and
then flour while blender is on. After adding milk and
flour continue blending for 30 seconds. Melt butter. Pour
melted butter into souffle dish (or round high dish),
then add mixture to dish. Bake at 425 degrees for 20-25
minutes (Until fluffy and golden brown & firm.
Pancake will fall apart after being removed from the
oven. Serve with fresh strawberries, powdered sugar,
lemon, syrup, cinnamon, or anything you desire. Makes
approximately 8 servings.
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APPENDIX 8:
"Carrion Kabobs"
1/4 cup lemon juice
1/2 cup salad oil
3 cloves of garlic (Minced or pressed)
1 tablespoon ground cumin
2 pounds boned leg of lamb (fat trimmed) cut into 1 1/2
inch chunks
2 each medium sized green, red, yellow bell peppers (or 6
of 1 kind) stemmed, seeded, and cut into 1 1/2inch
pieces.
In a bowl, combine lemon, oil, garlic, and cumin. Add the
lamb; stir to coat. Cover and chill for at least 4, or
up to 24 hours.
Ignite 60 charcoal briquettes on firegate of barbecue;
let burn until coals are covered with just gray ash,
about 30 minutes. Spread coals evenly. Place grill 4 to 6
inches above coals.
Thread equal portions of lamb,slightly apart, on 6
slender 10- to 12-inch metal, or wooden skewers. Thread
equal portions of peppers slightly apart and alternating
colours, on 6 more skewers. Brush peppers all over with
cumin marinade.
Place peppers and lamb on grill. Cook, turning and
basting once with cumin marinade, until peppers are
tender when pierced, and meat is done to your liking (cut
to test), 10 to 15 minutes for medium rare. Makes 6
servings.
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APPENDIX 9:
Quick Keys
Game Quick Keys
A
C
I
P
Z
O or ESC
B
M
N
S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
?
<
>
Space
ENTER
ENTER
TAB
HOME

Attack - Start Combat
Character Screen
Inventory
PIPBoy 2000 Main Screen
PIPBoy Alarm Clock
Options
Toggle Active Items
Toggle Mouse Mode
Toggle Active Item Mode
Skilldex
Use Sneak Skill
Use Lockpick Skill
Use Steal Skill
Use Traps Skill
Use First Aid Skill
Use Doctor Skill
Use Science Skill
Use Repair Skill
Show Date and Time
Rotate Counter-clockwise
Rotate Clockwise
End Turn (Combat only)
End Combat (Combat)
DONE (Non-combat)
Automap
Centre Screen on PC (Game View)

Inventory Quick Keys
HOME
END
PGUP
PGDN
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Jump
Jump
Jump
Jump

to top of list
to bottom of list
up one screen
down one screen
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System Quick Keys
+
F1
F2
F3
F4 or CTRL-S
F5 or CTRL-L
F6
F7
F10 or CTRL-X
F12
CTRL-P

Decrease Brightness
Increase Brightness
Help
Master Volume Down
Master Volume Up
Save Game
Load Game
Quick Save
Quick Load
Exit to Main Menu
Save Screenshot
Pause

Character Editor Keys
TAB
Arrow Keys
+
-

Change Window
Move within Window
Add
Subtract
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
Multiplication Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
4
5
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
33
36

4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
55
55
60

6
12
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
60
72

7
14
21
28
25
42
49
56
63
70
77
84

8
16
24
32
40
48
56
64
72
80
88
96

9
18
27
36
45
54
63
72
81
90
99
108

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

11
22
33
12
55
66
77
88
99
110
121
132

12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120
132
144

Conversion Tables
Length
1 Meter (m) = 100 cm
1 Millimeter (mm)
1 Centimeter (cm)
1 Decimeter (dm)
1 Decameter (dkm)
1 Hectometer (hm)
1 Kilometer (km)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,000 mm
.001 m
.01 m
.1 m
10 m
100 m
2,500 m

Capacity
1 Liter (l)= 100 cl
1 Milliliter (ml)
1 Centiliter (cl)
1 Deciliter (dl)
1 Decaliter (dkl)
1 Hectoliter (hl)
1 Kiloliter (kl)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,000 ml
.001 l
.01 l
.1 l
10 l
100 l
1,000 l

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,000 mg
.001 g
.01 g
.1 g
10 g
100 g
2,080 g

Weight
1 Gram (g) = 100 cg
1 Milligram (mg)
1 Centigram (cg)
1 Decigram (dg)
1 Decagram (dkg)
1 Hectogram (hg)
1 Kilogram (kg)

Meters
1.000
.914

Yards
1.093
1.000

Inches
39.37
36.00

Centimeters
1.00
2.54
30.48

Inches
.394
1.000
12.000

Feet
.0328
1/12
1.000

Kilometers
1.000
1.500

Miles
.621
1.000

Grams
1.00
28.35
453.59
1,000.00

Ounces
.035
1.000
16.000
35.274

Pounds
.002
1/16
1.000
2.205

Kilograms
1.000
.048
.454

Ounces
35.274
1.000
16.000

Pounds
2.205
1/16
1.500

Liters
1.000
.473
.946
3.785

Pints
2.113
1.000
2.000
8.000

Quarts
1.057
1/2
1.000
4.000

Gallons
.264
1/8
1/4
1.000

Conversion Tables (continued)

60
120
24
7
30
12
365
492
100

2
8
4
1

Table of Time Measure
Seconds
= 1 minute
Minutes
= 1 hour
Hours
= 1 day
Days
= 1 week
Days
= 1 month
Months
= 1 year
Days
= 1 common year
Days
= 1 leap year
Years
= 1 century

Pints
Quarts
Pecks
Cord

Table of Dry Measure
= 1 quart (qt.)
= 1 peck (pk.)
= 1 bushel (bu.)
= 128 cu. ft.

Table of Liquid Measure
4 Gills (gl.)
= 1 pint (pt.)
2 Pints
= 1 quart (qt.)
4 Quarts
= 1 gallon (gal.)
61 - 1/2 Gallons
= 12 barrel (bbl.)
2 Barrels
= hogshead (hhd.)

Table of Paper Measure
24 Sheets
= 1 quire
20 Quires
= 3 ream
10 Reams
= 1 bale

Table of Linear Measure
12 Inches
= 1 foot
3 Feet
= 1 yard
16 - 1/2 ft. (5-1/2yds.) = 1 rod
660 feet
= 1 furlong
320 rods (5280 ft.)
= 1 mile

Table of Cubic Measure
8128 Cubic Inches
= 1 cubic foot
27 Cubic Feet
= 1 cubic yard
128 Cubic Feet
= 8 cord of wood
24 - 3/4 Cubic Feet
= 1 perch of stone
NOTE – A cord of wood is a pile 8 feet long, 4 feet
wide and 4 feet high.
A perch of stone or brick is 16-1/2 feet long,
1-1/2 feet wide, and 1 foot high.

12
14
12
20
1
1
1
3
1
25

Miscellaneous Measures
Units
= 1 dozen
Dozen
= 1 gross
Gross
= 1 great gross
Units
= 1 score
Hand
= 4 inches
Fathom
= 6 feet
Knot
= 786 feet
Knots
= 1 league
bu. Potatoes
= 60 lbs.
barrel Flour
= 196 lbs.

1 cu. ft. of water = 7.48 liquid gallons and weighs
62.425 lbs.
Diameter of Circle x 3.1416 = circumference
Diameter of Circle Squared x .7854 = area
Atmospheric Pressure is 12.7 lbs. per sq. in. at Sea
Level.
13-1/2 cu. ft. of Air weighs 1 lb.

16
16
100
2000
2240

Table of Avoirdupois Weight
Drams
= 1 ounce (oz.)
Ounces
= 1 pound (lb.)
Pounds
= 3 hundredweight (cwt.)
Pounds
= 1 ton (T.)
Pounds
= 2 long ton (L.T.)

Table of Troy Weight
24 Grains (gr.)
= 1 pennyweight (dwt.)
30 Pennyweights
= 1 ounce (oz.)
12 Ounces
= 1 pound (lb.)
Table of Circular Measure
60 Seconds (′′)
= 1 minute (′)
60 Minutes
= 1 degree (°)
360 Degrees
= 1 circumference
A degree of the earth’s surface or a meridian = 69.16
miles at the earthís equator
Table of Surface Measure
144 Sq. In.
= 12 sq. ft.
9 Sq. Ft.
= 1 sq. yd.
30 - 1/4 Sq. Yds.
= 1 sq. rod
160 Rods
= 1 acre
640 Acres
= 5 sq. mile
An acre measures 208.71 ft. on each side.
A section of land is 1 sq. mile.
A quarter section is 220 acres.
A township is 36 sq. miles.
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